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Abstract

Host-parasite coevolution, the reciprocal evolution of host defence and parasite

counter-defence, has been implicated in driving a range of important ecological

and evolutionary patterns. Populations of coevolving antagonists are often

spatially subdivided into patches linked by dispersal, which is predicted to have

consequencesfor the ecology, evolution and coevolution of interacting hosts and

parasites. However, testing evolutionary hypotheses can be problematic in nature

dueto the large spatiotemporal scales typically involved. Populations of bacteria

andtheir viral bacteriophage parasites can be a useful tool for studying

coevolution, due to their ease of laboratory propagation and potential for rapid

evolutionary dynamics. In this thesis I used an experimental evolution approach to

test the effects of dispersal on the ecology and evolution ofspatially structured

coevolving populations of Pseudomonasfluorescens and phage ®2.In chapter 2 I

demonstrate that dispersal increased the spatial synchrony but decreasedstability

of bacterial population dynamicsin the presence of phage, which drove

deterministic multigenerational cycles that became phase locked through

dispersal. In chapter 3 I demonstrate that intermediate rates of phage dispersal

maximised both phage adaptation and the rate of coevolution, but that further

increases in dispersal rate led to homogenization of subpopulations that impaired

the rate of coevolution. In chapter 4 I demonstrate that the spatial pattern of

dispersal affected the evolution ofparasite local adaptation, specifically that

unidirectional dispersal generated a geographic mosaic in phage adaptation

leading to spatially structured phage local adaptation and maladaptation in the

same metapopulation. In chapter 5 I demonstrate that demographic source

populations had pacemakereffects on the rate of coevolution in metapopulations

containing patchesthatvaried in the strength of coevolutionary selection.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction

1.1 Summary

As each chaptercontains its own specific introduction, this chapter is used to

introduce the waysof studying coevolution, the Geographic Mosaic Theory

framework,and theuse of bacteriophages as model parasites for testing

coevolutionary hypotheses.

1.2 Coevolution

“It explains why cheetahs run fast, and why gazelles runfast too. It explains why

theflowers ofsome orchids have extraordinarily long spurs to store their nectar,

and why the mothsthatpollinate them have extraordinarily long tongues to drink

it. It explains why we don't all succumb to diseases, and why diseasesstill exist.”

David R Nash (2008)

Coevolutionis reciprocal evolutionary change between two or more organisms,

and it can be argued that the majority of evolutionary change is coevolutionary

change (Thompson 2005). Antagonistic coevolution with parasites is inferred to

be responsible for a wide range ofbiological and ecological phenomena

(Thompson 2005), such as the evolution and maintenanceofsex (Jaenike 1978;

Hamilton 1980; Hamilton et al. 1990), and the evolution and maintenance of

biodiversity (Haldane 1949; Thompson 2005). This is in addition to the obviously

importantimpacts that hosts and parasites have on each other’s ecological and

evolutionary dynamics (Price 1980), such as their demographyand population

stability (Anderson and May 1978), and their respective levels of resistance,

tolerance, infectivity and virulence (Bull 1994; Boots and Bowers 1999; Sasaki

and Godfray 1999; Sasaki 2000).

Evidence of coevolution from natural populations can be detected by investigating

either the spatial patterns of host-parasite interactions, or the temporal patterns of

host-parasite interactions (Gaba and Ebert 2009). Temporal patterns of adaptation

in host parasite systems can be detectedusing time-shift experiments, where the



fitness of hosts and parasites from multiple different time points are assessed

against each other (Gaba and Ebert 2009). There are obviouspracticalbarriers

which preventthese types of experiments being commonly performed,as it may

not be possible to store samples of both antagonists in stasis (Gaba and Ebert

2009). As a consequence, time-lagged selection on one antagonistic has been

demonstrated several times, e.g. (Dybdahl and Lively 1998; Fenner and Fantini

1999), but examples of reciprocal time-lagged selection in a natural environments

is rarer. However, Decaesteckeret al (2007) utilised the dormantstages of the

water-flea, Daphnia magna andits bacterial parasite, Pasteuria ramosa, which

had been naturally archived in pond sediment to demonstrate coevolution using a

time-shift approach. They reported that P. ramosa infectivity against

contemporary hosts wasgreater for contemporary parasites, than for either

parasites from the past or future, whichis indicative of time-lagged frequency

dependent coevolution where the parasite population tracks the locally common

host genotype.

The spatial patterns of host-parasite interactions can be usedto infer coevolution,

andare often assessed in terms of local adaptation. Local adaptationis defined as

higher meanfitness in sympatric environments rather than allopatric ones, with

local maladaptation being the reverse (Kawecki and Ebert 2004). For example, if

a parasite populationis locally adaptedto its host, it implies that host resistance

has diverged between host populations, and that the local parasite population has

evolved to overcomethatresistance (Price 1980). Numerousfactors are

implicated by theoretical or empirical studies in affecting the sign and magnitude

of local adaptation (reviewed in (Greischar and Koskella 2007; Hoeksema and

Forde 2008)). In particular, the relative amounts of dispersal of hosts and parasites

is predicted to be a major determinant oflocal adaptation, with whichever

antagonist is more dispersive being more likely to show local adaptation

(Greischar and Koskella 2007; Hoeksema and Forde 2008). However, as

geographic studies of coevolution only take snapshotdata of the current quantities

and distributions oftraits (Laine 2009), they do not provide direct evidence of

coevolution in natural populations (Gaba and Ebert 2009). Howeverthese studies

do reveal that coevolutionary interactions not only show pronounced geographic



structuring, but that this geographic structuring also has a major impactonthe rate

and direction of coevolution.

1.3 The Geographic Mosaic of Coevolution

In an attempt to incorporate both the rapid temporaland the broad spatial

dynamics of coevolution, John N. Thompsonhas proposed The Geographic

Mosaic Theory of Coevolution (GMTC)as a conceptual framework in which

study coevolution (Thompson 2005). Essentially, it is not highlighting the trivial

fact that interspecific interactions do show geographicvariation,butit is

suggesting withoutspatial variation in biotic and abiotic factors, coevolution

would be slow,rare or even absent (Nash 2008). In this framework, the three

fundamentalprocessesthat drive coevolutionary interactionsare referred to as:

geographicselection mosaics; hot spots and cold spots of coevolution; andtrait

remixing (Thompson 2005). In other words, natural selection on interspecific

interactions must vary between populations inits direction or ultimate outcome,

such as by a genotype by genotype by environment interactions; where reciprocal

selection does occur it must vary in its intensity or presence; and the genetic

structure of these coevolving populations must be continually changing by

dispersal, gene flow, mutation or extinction.

These three processes are predictedto result in three patterns: spatial variation in

coevolvedtraits; mismatchedlevels of coevolvedtraits within some coevolving

populations; and few species level coevolved traits (Thompson 2005). However,

these patternscan result from many different processes and the existence of them

is the reason why the GMTCwasdeveloped, and cannotbe usedasits proof as

well (Gomulkiewicz et al. 2007). Based onthe stringent criteria outlined by

Gomulkiewicz et al (2007) no system hasactually demonstrated that a complete

geographic mosaics of coevolution as envision by Thompson (2005)is actually

occurring in natural populations (Nash 2008).

However, there is growing evidencefor the individual processes of the GMTC

occurring in natural populations. Geographicvariation in the strength of

coevolution has been inferred in numerousnatural populations (Benkman 1999;



Kraaijeveld and Godfray 1999; Brodie et al. 2002; Thompson and Cunningham

2002; Thrall and Burdon 2003; Thompson 2005; Laine 2006; Toju and Sota 2006;

Hanifin et al. 2008). In somecases,this variation in the strength of coevolutionis

suggested to be associated with an underlying selection mosaic. In a recent

review, Laine (2009) highlighted that these spatially variable selection pressures

are inferred to be caused by a wide range ofabiotic conditions, such aslatitude

(Hoeksema and Thompson 2007) or temperature (Toju 2008), as well as biotic

conditions, such as the presence of other hosts (Antonovicset al. 2002) or the

presence of competitors (Parchman and Benkman 2008). Trait remixing has been

described as the ‘uncharted waters’ of coevolution (Thompson 2005), as although

the processes responsible for trait remixing are fundamental to population

genetics, they have rarely been empirically assessed in relation to selection

mosaicsor hotspots and coldspots of coevolution (Gomulkiewicz et al. 2007).

1.4 Testing Evolutionary Hypothesises: Microorganisms in Microcosms

“We see nothing ofthese slow changes in progress, until the handoftime has

markedthe long lapses ofages, and then so imperfectis our view into the long

past geological ages that we only see that theformsoflife are now differentfrom

whatthey were.”

Charles Darwin (1859)

If coevolution does occur over the predicted wide geographic ranges, it follows

that investigation also need to be on these large and unpracticalscales.

Coevolutionary changes, as with evolutionary changes in general, can also occur

over slow temporaryscales and present challenges in its observation and

experimental manipulation. As a consequence, although coevolution is often

inferred to be involvedin natural populations,it is very rarely explicitly

demonstrated to be occurring (Buckling and Rainey 2002; Brockhurstetal.

2007b). Microbial experimental systems can provide a convenientsolution to this

problem (Bucklinget al. 2009); they can be grownin controlled, replicate

microcosmsunder a diverse range of conditions, as well as enabling the

comparison of genotypes betweenspatially and temporally separated populations.



Microbesandtheir associated parasites and predators therefore allow aspects of

coevolution to be studied which cannotbe readily observed in natural populations

(Bohannan and Lenski 2000; Brockhurstet al. 2007b).

There are many obvious advantages to using microbes as experimental models in

evolutionary biology, as well as obvious drawbacks, which are discussed in a

numberofrecent reviews (Jessup 2004; Brockhurstet al. 2007b; Jessup and Forde

2008; Bennett and Hughes 2009; Buckling et al. 2009). Microbes, however,are

more than just convenient experimentaltools. Indeed, doing something just

becauseit is experimentally convenientis rarely sufficient justification;

justification requires that a system mustalso posses somebiological relevance as

well (Krogh 1929). It is here argued that microbial experimental evolution can be

more a mere experimentaltool because microbes are far more important, diverse

and complex than often assumed. They drive the earth’s geochemicalcycles, are

majorregulators of population densities and dynamics including humansandtheir

cropsand livestock, and are majorselection pressures on the life-history ofall

metazoansas well as other microbes. While their sheer numerousness and

diversity dwarfs those of other organismsbyseveral orders of magnitude

(Odonnell et al. 1994; Torsvik et al. 2002; Horner-Devineet al. 2004), they also

have more complex ecologies and biologiesthan is often assumed: they age,

cooperate, cheat, parasitize, predate, and compete (Buckling et al. 2009).

1.5 Bacteriophages as model Parasites

Numerous microbial experimental systems are developed to study differing

aspects of evolutionary biology. For host-parasite coevolution,the viral

bacteriophageparasites of bacteria have beenusedto study aspects of coevolution

for over sixty years. Thefirst inference of the existence of prokaryotic viruses

was by Earnest Hankin in 1896 whenhe notedthe bactericidal action of the water

of the Jumna and the Gangesagainst cholera (Hankin 1896). In 1915, Frederick

Twort reported on ‘the nature ofultramicroscopic viruses’ (Twort 1915) andtheie

properties as bacteriolytic agents, while independently in 1917 Felix d’Herelle

coined the term bacteriophages to describe the viral parasites of prokaryotes



(D'Herelle 1917). Initial estimates suggested phages were ubiquitously distributed

across all environments globally, but of relatively low densities in all, and were

consequently consideredoflittle importance (Marsh and Wellington 1994).

Bacteriophageshave since been shownto be the most numerousclade of

organismsonthe planet, with approximately 10°' phageparticles in the world,

ten-fold more numerousthan their bacterial hosts (Whitmanet al. 1998; Suttle

2005; Hatfull 2008). They are now believed to be the major determinants of

bacterial density and diversity andare therefore highly significant for both

bacteria and consequently anything affected by bacteria (Marsh and Wellington

1994).

Bacteriophages physically consist of genetic material surrounding by protein

capsid. The protein capsid can take many forms and phages can possess a diverse

range of morphologies (Weinbauer 2004), butit is estimated that 96% of phages

possessthe stereotypical tails and icosohedral heads(figure 1a). Genetically,

phages vary from the tiny RNA and DNA phages with genomessmaller than 4kbp

(Calender 1988), to the ‘jumbo’ DNA phages with genomesof over 200kbp

(Hendrix 2009). The majority of phage open reading frames have no matches in

genetic databases (Comeauetal. 2008), and in contrast to cellular ‘living’

organisms, phages donotpossessuniversal genes, such as the 16s ribosomal sub-

unit, that would allow the construction of a global phylogeny (Hendrixetal.

1999). Instead, phylogenies of groups of phages have been constructed based on

genomearchitectures — the order and arrangementof genes within a genome

(Comeauet al. 2007; Hatfull 2008). Analysis of this has revealed that phage

genomesshowhighlevels of mosaicism. Essentially, phage genomes are made up

of modules of genes which can beinterchanged via horizontal gene transfer

between different phage populations (Hendrix et al. 1999). Although mosaicism

and horizontaltransfer is a feature of bacterial genomes,it is the feature of phage

genomics, and an individual phage’s genomeis suggested to all be drawn from a

commonglobal gene pool, accessible to all phage populationto at least some

extent (Hendrix et al. 1999).
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Figure 1.1: Bacteriophage characteristics: (A) the morphologyofa tailed

bacteriophage in the order Caudovirales; (B) the life-cycle of a lytic virus

(courtsey of V. Poullain).

1.5.1 A Life-historyfor the non-living

Phagesare obligate viral parasites of prokaryotes. They reproducebyinjecting

their DNA into a host cell and then using the host’s to produce newviralparticles,

before ultimately lysing the hostcell to release these new virons. Phagelife-

history can be dividedinto three distinct phases; the absorption period, the eclipse

period, andthe latent period (figure 1b;(Weinbauer 2004)). The absorption phase

of a phageslife-cycle has twostages. The first of these involves the reversible

binding to a receptorsite on the bacterial outer envelope membrane (OM),after

which the phageparticle drifts across the surface of the OM untilit locates a

receptor for the second,irreversible stage of binding (Lenski 1988a; Weinbauer

2004). This is followed bythe eclipse period, whichis the time between binding

to a host cell and the first appearanceofintracellular mature virons. After

irreversible binding, phageparticles then inject their genetic material into the host,

and may immediately begin to replicate. However some phages,referred to as

lysogenic or temperate phages, do not immediately begin replication upon

entering a host and instead integrate themselves into their host’s genome and

extend the eclipse period (Lenski 1988a). Phagesin this state are referred to as



prophagesand enable the phageto be vertically transmitted to daughter cells. The

decision of whento end this ‘dormant’ stage of the lysogenic cycle is thought to

depend on host physiology (Chibani-Chennoufi et al. 2004): a fast growing host-

cell with abundantresources will produce a greater numberof phageparticles, as

well as being more likely to be surrounded bysimilarly nutritionally well-

endowed con-specifics.

Thelatent period of a phageis the time between the emergence of mature virons

andtheir release via lysing ofthe host cell. The length ofthis latent period1s

positively correlated to the burst size of a phage - the numberofphage particles

released at host lysis. A trade-off therefore exists between the numberofparticles

producedat lysis and the speed with which they areable to infect a new host, and

is often comparedto the relationship between virulence and transmission in

parasite ecology (Bull 2006). Host density is predicted to be a key determinate of

the optimal relationship between the two: high host density should select for short

latent times and low burst sizes, while low density is predicted to select for the

opposite (Bull 2006).

Host density is also considered a major determinantin another trade-off in phage

life-history, between the breadth of host range and the absorptionaffinity to any

particular host (Duffy et al. 2006). Increasing host-range has been shownto be

reduce bindingaffinity to a particular host by antagonistically pleiotropy (Duffy et

al. 2006). Breadth of host range is predicted to depend on both overall bacterial

density as well asthe relative quality of these hosts (Guyader and Burch 2008;

Heinemanetal. 2008). Due to the low density of individual bacterial species but

high diversity of species in bacteria populations, phages are predicted to be under

selection to be polyvalentand be able to infect a wide variety ofbacterial strains

(Chibani-Chennoufi et al. 2004).

Despite being obligate parasites, phages muststill also interact and survive within

their abiotic environment (De Paepe and Taddei 2006). Environmentallevels of

salt, temperature and UV are the main sources of phage ‘death’ — inactivation of a

phage particle by capsid damageor rupturing (De Paepe and Taddei 2006).

Capsidstability is positively correlated with capsid molecular mass, but



negatively correlated with density of DNA packed within it (De Paepe and Taddei

2006). Interestingly, capsid massis negatively correlated with phage

multiplication rate within a host, and provides a mechanistic link between survival

and reproductionrate that is central to much of ecological life-history theory (De

Paepe and Taddei 2006).

1.5.2 Shouldphages be lysogenic andpolyvalent?

Natural communities of prokaryotesare predicted to consist of a high diversity of

bacterial species, but any individualstrainis at a relatively low density (Bruttin et

al. 1997; Wommackand Colwell 2000; Chibani-Chennoufi et al. 2004). When

combinedwith the inferred low productivity of natural environments, phages are

predicted to be predominantly lysogenic and highly polyvalent (Chibani-

Chennoufi et al. 2004). However, only 10% ofisolated phages are lysogenic and

the majority of phages showverystrongstrain specificities (Chibani-Chennoufi et

al. 2004),. There is evidencethat the prevalence of both lysogeny and polyvalency

increases in more oligotrophic environments (Hennesetal. 1995; Longetal.

2008; Williamsonet al. 2008), as well as evidence that bacteria harbour more

prophagesin winter rather than the more productive summer (McDanieletal.

2002). Howeverthe dominanceoflytic phages with narrow host ranges suggests

that current models do not adequately describe phage ecology (Chibani-Chennoufi

et al. 2004), and that there may be other physiological or ecological barriers

preventing the evolution of broad host-ranges or lysogenic life-histories (Guyader

and Burch 2008).

1.5.3 Bacterial Defences against Phages

1.5.3.1 Preventing absorption

Bacteria have evolved a range of defences against phages whichtarget different

aspects of the phagelife-cycle. The most commonly observed evolution of

defence under laboratory conditions is the emergence ofbacterial mutants with



altered receptor sites to which phages cannotbind, which therefore prevents either

of the stages of absorption (Lenski 1988a). Alternatively, bacteria can prevent

absorption by stopping phages from locating a receptorsite by either over-

expressing exopolysaccharides which maskthese initial interactionsites, or

similarly forming biofilmsandrestricting extra-cellular phage movement (Forde

and Fitzgerald 1999; Sutherland 2001; Weinbauer 2004).

1.5.3.2 Preventing replication

Restriction-modification (RM) systems are mobile genetic elements which protect

bacteria by digesting phage and other foreign DNA,and are found in about one

quarter of bacteria (Wilson 1991; Wilson and Murray 1991). They operate via

restriction endonucleases which cleave specific DNA sequences, while cognate

methylates preventself restriction by adding methyl groups to bacterial DNA

(Wilson and Murray 1991). Interestingly, RM-systemsare no longer considered

symbiotic to their hosts and instead are a form ofintracellular parasite, which

although doesprotect the host against other mobile genetic elements, it only does

so for its own benefit (Kobayashi 2001). Similar to RM-systemsare clustered

regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR), which provide

acquired immunity against phages via RNAi’s digesting foreign DNA,andare

found in the majority of prokaryotic genomes (Barrangouet al. 2007).

Specifically, CRISPR units contain stretches of phage DNA(called spacers)

which are used to target RNAinterference silencing complexes, which bind to and

cleave sequences complimentary to the spacer (Barrangouet al. 2007). The last

line of defence against phagesis referred to abortive infection (Weinbauer 2004),

whichis effectively a form of programmedcell death designed to preventthe

release of mature phage virons (Forde and Fitzgerald 1999).

1.5.4 Bacteria-Phage Coevolution in Natural Populations

Thenatural ecologyofbacteriophages,as with all microbes,is in its infancy (Ash

et al. 2008). However,studies of natural bacteria-phage populationsutilising

novel molecular techniques are beginning to unravel the workings of coevolution
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in natural communities (Heidelberg et al. 2009; Wilmeset al. 2009). Analysis of

CRISPR sequences from environmental bacterial samples has revealed that they

are amongst the most rapidly evolving parts of bacterial genomes (Tyson and

Banfield 2008; Heidelberg et al. 2009), as well as revealing that bacteria-phage

coevolution is both rapid and geographically structured. Tyson and Banfield

(2008) found that CRISPRloci were highly polymorphic in otherwise nearly

clonal bacterial populations. Similarly, Andersson and Banfield (2008) showed

that although CRISPR sequences were rapidly evolving, only the most recently

acquired spacer sequences matched the majority of currently active phages, as

phage populations showedevidence of extensive homologous recombination to

evade host defences. Moreover, Kunin et al (2008) showed that the CRISPR units

of bioreactor bacteria show pronounced geographicstructuring, despite the rest of

the bacteria’s genome showing no evidence of geographicstructuring. Similarly,

Silanderet al (2005) found no evidenceofstructuring in Cystoviridae phage

genome modules across the whole of North America, except for the module which

carries the genes responsible for host specificity.

Using moretraditional microbial techniques, Voset al (2009) found phages are

locally adaptedto their bacterial hosts on a scale of centimetres insoil.

Conversely, Waterbury and Valois (1993) showed that cyanobacteriaare resistant

to the majority of their co-occurring phagesin both inshore and offshore seawater,

but susceptible to phages from other samples. This contrast suggests structuring

and the extent of population mixing in an environment have an importantrole in

bacteria-phage evolution. Moreover, phage dispersal between environmentsis

also thought to be important. Whenbacterial strains are released into an

environmentwhichare resistant to the phages currently located there, novel

immigrant phages which can infect these new host strains quickly appear (Bruttin

et al. 1997). Furthermore, viral movement between environments wasindicated to

be having a greater impact on the genetic diversity of phage populations than

mutation wasin hot spring communities (Snyder et al. 2007). This suggests that

although phages due evolverapidly in natural environments, dispersal also has an

importantrole in phage ecology.
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1.5.5 Coevolution in the Laboratory

Although comparativelylittle is known about the temporal and evolutionary

dynamicsofbacteria and phagesthe field, the behaviour, genetics and evolution

of phagesin laboratories are particularly well documented (Bohannan and Lenski

2000; Brockhurstet al. 2007b; Buckling et al. 2009). As a laboratory organism, EF.

coli has few equals in termsofthe diversity of strains and genetic resources that

are available. Many landmarksin biology were achieved using E. coli andits

phages, such as the confirmation of DNAasthe unit of inheritance (Hershey and

Chase 1952), the discovery ofmRNA (Volkin and Astrachan 1956), the first full

genomesequence (Sangeret al. 1977), and that selection works on standing

genetic diversity rather than inducing a change in it (Lederberg and Lederberg

1952). The consequenceofthelatter of these is that bacteria resistant to phages

are already present in cultures prior to exposure to bacteriophages, and when

phagesare introduced bacterial populations quickly undergoa selective sweep

resulting in resistant bacteria becoming dominant (Lenski 1988a). If there is no

cost associated with this resistance under laboratory conditions, as in the case of

phage TS, both susceptible bacteria and the phage are driven extinct (Lenski and

Levin 1985). However, in most cases these mutations are costly and stable

coexistences between phages, susceptible bacteria and resistant bacteria occur due

to trade-offs between resistance and growth rate (Lenski 1988a). However, the

density ofresistant bacteria is generally several orders of magnitude greater than

the density of the susceptible bacteria; moreover, the density of resistant bacteria

does nottypically fluctuate to a great extent through time and consequently

neither does the overall density of bacteria (Yoshida et al. 2007). However, this

masksthe ‘cryptic’ dynamics between phages and susceptible bacteria, which

undergo predator-prey cycles due to the tight ecological coupling between the two

populations (Yoshidaet al. 2007).

Within individual microcosms, multiple different resistant mutations are observed

(Lenski 1988a). In most E. coli-phageinteractionsall mutations uniformly confer

complete resistance to phages, but the metabolic costs associated with them is

variable between individual mutants, as well as varying by genetic background

and environment (Lenski 1988a). For example, less than expected costs were
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associated with mutants evolved toberesistant to both T4 and lambda phage

when comparedto resistance to either phagein isolation (Bohannanetal. 1999).

However, single mutations which are morelikely to confer cross-resistance to

other phages have been shownto confer greater costs (Lenski 1988b). In addition,

compensatory selection has been shownto occur under longer term selection

experiments that reduce the size of this cost over-time (Lenski 1988b). Genotype

by environmentinteractions have also been shownto influence the magnitude of

these costs including environmental productivity (Forde et al. 2008), carbon

source (Bohannanetal. 1999) and temperature (Bohannan and Lenski 2000).

1.6 Host-Parasite Coevolution: Pseudomonasfluorescens SBW25 and SBW25@2

Despite the rapid evolution of host resistance, phages with increased host ranges

are relatively rare for E. coli phages. The notable exception is phage T7, although

even this only showsa one-step increase in host-range, and consequently only a

two-stage increase in bacterial resistance (Chaoet al. 1977). This asymmetry in

evolutionary potential led to the questioning of whether long term escalatory

arms-races actually occurred in bacteria-phage systems (Lenski 1984; Lenski and

Levin 1985). However, this is now believed to be an artefact of both the

domestication ofE. coli and its phages, and an increasing numberof systems have

revealed phages which undergorepeated increases in host range (Brockhurstetal.

2007b). The best characterised phage-host armsrace is between Pseudomonas

fluorescens SBW25andits lytic bacteriophage parasite SBW25@2,and is the

system utilised in this thesis.

1.6.1 Pseudomonasfluorescens SBW25

Pseudomonasfluorescens is gram-negative gammaproteobacteria.Its natural

ecology is varied and it has been described as a common marine bacterium

(Poirier et al. 2008), a commonsoil bacterium (Silby et al. 2009), a common

spoilage organism (Arakawaetal. 2009), a clinical pathogen (Picotet al. 2001;

Rossignolet al. 2009), an aquaculture pathogen (Zhangetal. 2009), a biocontrol

bacteria (Couillerot et al. 2009), as well as both plant pathogenic (Saygili etal.
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2004) and plant symbiotic bacterium (Albaredaet al. 2006). Essentially, P.

fluorescensis not a fussy organism andhasa diverse and flexible metabolism.

Although rarely of medical importance, it was recently responsible for infecting

80 cancer patients via contaminated saline flushes in the United States between

2004 and 2006 (Gershmanetal. 2008). Economically, it is responsible for soft rot

of fruit and vegetables (Cui and Harling 2006) as well as the spoilage of milk

(Werner and Hotchkiss 2006). Howevernotall environmentalisolates possess the

necessary enzymesfor plant cuticle decomposition (Dogan and Boor 2003), and

only some eco-types of P. fluorescens are capable of causing soft rot, milk

spoilage or being opportunistic pathogens of plants (Dogan and Boor 2003).

Furthermore, someisolates are considered plant symbionts andare studied as

potential bio-control organisms, and have been shownto be capable of protecting

plant roots from attack by pathogenic fungi and nematodes (Couillerotetal.

2009). The experimental strain SBW25 wasoriginally isolated from a sugar beet

rhizosphere at Wytham farm at Oxford University (Rainey and Bailey 1996), and

is a plant-growth promoting organism capable of colonising both plant roots and

leaves.

Understandard laboratory conditions of 28°C in liquid King’s B mediait

undergoes 3-4 generations a day, and is normally cultured by serial transfer every

two days. Underthese conditions it will reach stationary phaseat 10” colony

forming units per ml. Theinitial interest in SBW25 as a model system stemmed

from its rapid morphological diversification: an adaptive radiation in response to

intra-specific competition (Rainey and Travisano 1998). Microbial growth in

static liquid mediaresults in a vertical oxygen gradient. Ancestral cells of SBW25

are primarily aerobic and planktonic, and hence adaptedto the liquid broth phase

of the media and consequently underselection for increased resistance to

anaerobicstress at the base of the tube as well as selection to maintain position at

the oxygen-rich air-broth interface. The latter of these is achieved by increasing

extra-cellular cellulose excretion and creating a biofilm across the surface of the

tube (Bantinakiet al. 2007). These biofilms are cooperative structures have been

used to study factors affecting the evolution of cooperation and cheating (Rainey

and Rainey 2003).
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1.6.2 Coevolution with SBW25@2

SBW25@2is a podoviridae with linear double-stranded 40kb genome (Morganet

al. 2007), and is a memberofthe E. coli T7-like genus, members of which can

infect a wide variety of gammaproteobacteria (Ceyssenset al. 2006). The

ancestral lytic cycle takes about 30-40 minutes to complete and leads to the

release of approximately 40 viral particles (V Poullain, personal communication).

Host resistance occurs via modifications to the currently unknownreceptorsites

(Buckling and Rainey 2002), which are countered by phage host-range mutants

that have reductionsin the length ofits tail fibre gene, as well as diversification of

another two genes ofunknown function (Paterson et al (in submission)). Selection

in this arms-race has been shownto belargely as a result of directional selection

(Buckling and Rainey 2002), and most phage host range mutantsarestill able to

grow on ancestral bacteria, although phage mutants do occurthat lose this ability

(Poullain et al. 2008; Benmayoret al. 2009). This arms race can continue for 60-

70 experimental transfers (120 - 140 days) with persistent increases in both phage

infectivity and bacterial resistance (Buckling and Rainey 2002). After this period,

cyclic frequency-dependentselection becomesthe central driving force of within

population selection (Morganet al. 2005), although the specific mechanism of this

remains unclear. These increasesin bacterial resistance have been shownto be

costly to bacteria (Brockhurstet al. 2004), andthis cost escalates with increasing

extent of resistance range (Buckling et al. 2006). Phages also suffer from a

reduction in growth rate on ancestral bacteria (Buckling and Rainey 2002;

Poullain et al. 2008), whichislikely as a result of antagonistic pleiotropy, but also

being as a result of deleterious mutation cannotbe ruled out.

1.6.3 The Importance ofDispersal and Population Mixing

Within an individual population, SBW25 has a higher evolutionary potential than

SBW25@2,and typically the majority of bacteria are resistant to their

contemporary, sympatric phages, except when a new phagehost-range mutant

evolves (Buckling and Rainey 2002). However, a bacteria with an enhanced

resistance range quickly evolvesto restore the pattern of bacterial dominance.
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This pattern is thought to be due to the bacteria having a population size several

orders of magnitude larger than their parasites (10” per ml per opposed to 10° per

ml), and therefore likely to possess a greater within population level of genetic

diversity (Buckling and Rainey 2002). Phages show noevidenceoflocal

adaptation or local maladaptation during the early stages of coevolution dueto the

rapid directional selection, but become locally maladapted whenselection

becomesincreasingly cyclic (Buckling and Rainey 2002; Morganetal. 2005).

In contrast, when between tube dispersal is introduced both these patterns are

reversed (Brockhurstet al. 2007b). When bacteria and phages are migratedat

equal rates between tubes, phages benefit far more than their hosts, andlevels of

infectivity becomegenerally high and resistance levels low (Morganet al. 2007).

This is thought to be dueto diversity being a limiting factor for within-tube phage

adaptation, which is augmented by migration.In contrast, bacterial adaptationis

limited by the strength of selection imposed bythe less adaptable phages

(Buckling and Rainey 2002; Morganet al. 2007). Moreover, phage dispersal

reverses the within tube pattern of local maladaptation and phages becomelocally

adapted (Morganetal. 2005). Conversely, bacterial dispersal has no significant

effect of phage local adaptation as again bacterial diversity is not a limiting factor

(Morganetal. 2005). This confirms the importance of the reciprocal nature of

coevolution, and that during arms-races the strength of selection and the

evolutionary potential of both antagonists interact to drive coevolution.

Within-tube mixing has also been showntoalter the balance of coevolution

(Brockhurstet al. 2003). Despite a standard tube only containing six ml of media,

relatively large amounts of within tube heterogeneity still occur, and bacteria

populations contain a variety of specialist and generalist phenotypes with varying

resistant ranges (Poullain et al. 2008). When cultures are growninstatic

incubators, levels of within-population mixing are low enoughto allow localized

bacteria-phage arms-races to occurin different parts of the same population, as

well as allowing temporary spatial refuges from phages (Schrag and Mittler 1996;

Brockhurstet al. 2003) . However, cultures grown with intermittent shaking

prevents this differentiation and bacteria are morelikely to be exposedto an

infectious phage (Brockhurstet al. 2003). Furthermore, phages experience an
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increase in population density due to the increase access to susceptible hosts. As a

consequence, bacteria are undera strongerselection for resistance, and

consequently phagesare understrongerselection for infectivity, and the overall

rate of coevolution increases (Brockhurstet al. 2003).

Other ecological processes have also been showntoalter coevolutionary

outcomesin this system. Environmental productivity has been shownto correlate

with the rate of increase in resistance, infectivity and the overall rate of

coevolution, via increases in both the population densities of bacteria and phage,

as well as reductionsin the relative costs of resistant mutations by environment by

genotype interactions (Lopez-Pascua and Buckling 2008). The rate of increase in

phage host-range has also been shownto be dependenton theratio of resistant to

susceptible hosts (Benmayoret al. 2009). Whenresistant hosts are too dominant

within a tube, phage populationsare likely to drive any susceptible hosts extinct

prior to the emergenceofa host-range mutant (Benmayoret al. 2009).

Conversely, excessive numbersof susceptible hosts limits the selective advantage

of an increased host range (Benmayoret al. 2009), and instead selection favours

individuals with increased growthrates on the ancestral host (Poullain et al.

2008).

1.7 Thesis Structure

This thesis extends pervious work to examine how the different ways of

introducing spatial structuring can influence the dynamicsofthe interaction

between SBW25 and SBW25@2.There are multiple different ways of introducing

structuring to laboratory populations of microbes, each of which captures of

different aspect of the spatial structure of natural populations. The consequences

of the alteration of differing aspects of structuring will impact upon on host-

parasite interactions in a variety of ways. Here, I focus on how spatial structuring

affects the rate and direction of coevolution, as well as the ecological dynamics

during host-parasite coevolution.
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Chapter 2 examines howdispersalin spatially structured populations affects the

stability and synchronyofhost population dynamics.

Chapter 3 examines how therate of parasite dispersal in spatially structured

populations affects the dynamics and outcomesof coevolution.

Chapter 4 examines howthespatial dispersal network(1.e., the topology of

patches and pattern of dispersal) alters the coevolutionary process, focussing on

the evolution of parasite local adaptation.

Chapter 5 examines howdispersal between coevolutionary hotspots and coldspots

affects coevolutionary dynamics.
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Chapter 2: Dispersal and natural enemiesinteract to drive spatial
synchronyanddecreasestability in patchy populations

2.1 Abstract

Spatial synchrony is widespread in natural populations but the mechanismsthat

underpinit are not yet fully understood. Two keybiotic drivers of spatial

synchrony have beenidentified: dispersal and trophic interactions(e.g., natural

enemies). We usedspatially structured, patchy bacterial populations to show that

although increased dispersal always enhancedspatial synchronyoffluctuations in

bacterial abundance,this effect was far stronger in the presence of a bacteriophage

parasite. Bacteriophages drove strong within patch fluctuationsin bacterial

abundancethat became phaselocked through dispersal. Furthermore, the way in

whichstability, measured as constancy, respondedto increasing dispersal was

qualitatively different depending on whetherparasites were presentor not. Patch-

level constancy decreased with dispersal in the presence of parasites, whereas

dispersal increased patch-level constancy in the absenceof parasites. Population-

level constancy also decreased with dispersal in the presence of parasites, but was

unaffected by dispersal in the absenceofparasites. These contrasting patterns

were likely due to the different role played by dispersal in the presence and

absenceofparasites, synchronizing dynamicsin the former case and averaging

stochastic fluctuationsin the latter. Taken together, our findings suggest that

dispersal and natural enemiescan interact to drive spatially synchronous

population fluctuations that decrease stability at both the patch and population-

level.

Published as: Vogwill T, Fenton A, Brockhurst MA. (2009): Dispersal and

natural enemies interact to drive spatial synchrony and decreasestability in

patchy populations. Ecology Letters (in press). (Appendix 1)
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2.2 Introduction

Spatial synchrony of ecological dynamicsis pervasive in natural populations

(reviewed in Bjornstadet al. 1999; Liebhold et al. 2004). Dispersal and trophic

interactions have emergedas key biotic determinants of spatial synchrony

(Liebhold et al. 2004). However, the precise way in which eachfactoraffects

synchrony, and the consequencesfor population stability and persistence remain

the focus of considerable research (Blasiuset al. 1999; Holland and Hastings

2008). A robust prediction of a range of theoretical models is that dispersal

between patches can synchronizefluctuationsthat arise from similar driving

processes (Bjornstad et al. 1999; Liebhold et al. 2004). Indeed, comparisons of

speciesthat differ in dispersal ability suggest that more dispersive species often

display more spatial synchrony (Paradis et al. 1999). However,this is not always

the case and spatial synchrony may instead be morestrongly influenced by

climactic factors (Peltonen et al. 2002), or may dependonthe spatial scale at

which synchrony is measured (Sutcliffe et al. 1996). Trophic interactions,

particularly those with natural enemies, have long been thoughtto drive

population fluctuations (Hanskiet al. 1993; Krebs et al. 1995; Hudsonetal.

1998). Theory suggests that interaction with a spatially synchronized natural

enemycan drive spatial synchronyofthe exploited species (Ims and Steen 1990;

de Rooset al. 1998). Such processes are thought to underpin distribution and

abundancepatterns in a numberof natural systems (Small et al. 1993; Ims and

Andreassen 2000).

Dispersal and natural enemiesare also likely to affect populationstability. In this

paper wefocus on the constancy componentofstability, which measuresthe

tendency for abundance to remain unchanged through time (Grimm and Wissel

1997). Low constancy implies temporally fluctuating abundance, while high

constancy implies temporally constant abundance. Constancy can be measuredat

the level of an individual patch, giving an estimate of abundance fluctuationsat a

local scale, or at the whole population level, giving an estimate of abundance

fluctuations at a regional scale (Dey and Joshi 2006). Whether patch and
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population measures of constancy are correlated depends upon the degree of

spatial synchrony exhibited by the population.

The effect of dispersal on population stability has been modelled extensively. In

general, a non-linear hump-shapedrelationship between dispersal rate and

population stability is predicted by both single-species (Gyllenberg et al. 1993;

Hastings 1993) and victim-enemy models (Reeve 1988; Taylor 1990). This arises

because, in patchy populations where patch abundancesfluctuate asynchronously,

recolonization maybeinsufficient at very low levels of dispersal to counter-

balance extinctions of declining patches leading to low populationstability.

Moderate increases in dispersal may improve population stability because

dispersal between out-of-phase patches allows recolonization of declining

patches. However, further increasesin dispersal are likely to synchronize

abundancefluctuations across patches, preventing rescue effects (Brown and

Kodric-Brown 1977) and potentially decreasing population stability (Heinoetal.

1997). Some models predict that the effects of dispersal on population stability are

likely to be stronger in the presence of natural enemies (Rohaniet al. 1996).

Clearly, the effects of dispersal and natural enemies onlocal and regional

dynamics havethe potential to interact, resulting in counter-intuitive outcomes on

ecological dynamics. A numberofstudies havetested the effects of dispersal on

synchronyand/ orstability in spatially structured single-species (Lecomte etal.

2004; Dey and Joshi 2006) or victim-enemy populations (Holyoak and Lawler

1996; Holyoak 2000; Ellneret al. 2001; Bonsall et al. 2002). However, few

experimental studies to our knowledge have directly compared effects of dispersal

on spatial synchronyandstability in the presence and absence ofa natural enemy.

There are several likely reasonsfor this, which includethe large spatial and

temporalscales involvedin studies of natural systems. In addition there are

difficulties associated with excluding natural enemies, accurately measuring and

manipulating dispersal rates, and controlling for extrinsic variables in nature.

However, such difficulties can be overcomebyusing laboratory populations of

fast replicating microbes (Jessup 2004; Bucklinget al. 2009). We propagated

replicate 64-patch spatially structured populationsofP. fluorescens SBW25 with

and without bacteriophage SBW25®2,under3 scales of dispersal (global,
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localized and none). We explored how dispersal and natural enemiesinteract to

affect spatial synchrony of ecological dynamics and populationstability.

2.3 Materials and Methods

2.3.1 Culturing Techniques

Each population was propagated in 64 wells on a 96-well microtitre plate(1.e., an

8-well by 8-well grid), each well containing 100ul of King’s B liquid media. 18

replicate phage-free spatially structured populations were initiated with

approximately 1.7 x 10° bacterial cells per well and 18 replicate phage containing

populations wereinitiated with 1.7 x 10° bacterial cells and 170viral particles per

well using a 96-pin replicator. These densities were chosen to be equivalentto the

starting population densities previously used in experiments with this system

(Buckling and Rainey 2002). Populations were propagated byserial transfer for

12 transfers (every two-days Il of each well was used to inoculate a fresh well

using a 96-pin replicator) under one of the following dispersal regimes: global —

all patches were pooled and homogenizedpriorto transfer; localized — the

contents ofall eight wells in each row were pooled and homogenizedprior to

even-numberedtransfers, the contents ofall eight wells in each column were

pooled and homogenizedprior to odd numbered-transfers; none — no between

well mixing occurredpriorto transfer.

2.3.2 Analysing Synchrony and Constancy

After each growth cycle, we measured bacterial abundancein each well as

absorbanceat 630nm using an optical density plate-reader (Biotek EL800). To

estimate spatial synchrony wecalculated cross correlations at lag-zero of the first

differenced time series of log abundance[In(NV,) — In(V;-1), where N;,is the

populationsizeat time ¢] of all patch pairs in the population (Bjornstadet al.

1999). To estimate constancy wecalculated the fluctuation index (Dey and Joshi

2006) (FI):
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FI= Abs(N,,, — N,)
1 T-1

vy t+1
t=TN 0

where is the mean population size over T transfers. FI measure the mean one-

step change in abundance,scaled by average population size, over the duration of

the experiment. FIs were calculated at both the level of the population and the

patch (i.e. individual wells). Levels of population synchrony and FI’s at both

patch and population levels were analysed using two-way ANOVAs,with

presence or absence of phages andlevel of dispersal fitted as factors. Where

significant interactions between phage presenceand dispersal were detected,

simple effects of phage and dispersal were analysed using orthogonal contrasts,

using a Bonferroni corrected alpha value of 0.01.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Bacterial abundance

Population dynamics for representative populations under each experimental

treatmentare displayed in Figure 2.1. Phages and dispersal had interactive effects

on bacterial abundance (Fig. 2.2; phage * dispersal interaction: F 739 = 3.76, P <

0.05). Phages reduced meanbacterial abundanceacrossall dispersal treatments

(Fig. 2.2; simple effect of phages: no dispersal, F),39 = 36.1, P < 0.001; localized

dispersal, F1.30= 96.0, P < 0.001; global dispersal, F),30 = 74.4, P < 0.001) and

bacterial abundance decreased with increasing dispersal in the presence of phages

(Fig. 2.2; simple effect of dispersal: F239 = 7.65, P < 0.01) but not in the absence

of phages (Fig. 2.2; simple effect of dispersal: F239 = 0.09, P > 0.01).

2.4.2 Spatial synchrony

The synchronyoffluctuations in bacterial abundance increased with dispersal for

both phage containing (Fig. 2.3; simple effect of dispersal: F239 = 68.9, P < 0.001)

and phage-free populations(Fig,. 2.3; simple effect of dispersal: F230 = 16.2, P<

0.001). However, this effect was far stronger in parasitized compared to
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unparasitized populations (Fig. 2.3; phage * dispersal interaction: F239 = 11.56, P

< 0.001). While phage had no effect on spatial synchrony in populations without

dispersal (Fig. 2.3; simple effect of phages: F139 = 0.036, P > 0.01), mean

population spatial synchrony wassignificantly higher in parasitized populations

with dispersal (Fig. 2.3; simple effect of phages: localized dispersal, F).39 = 12.7, P

< 0.01; global dispersal, F;39 = 48.8, P < 0.001).

with bacteriophage without bacteriophage
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Figure 2.1: Population dynamics

Panels show bacterial abundance dynamicsofrepresentative populations under no

dispersal (a & b), localized dispersal (c & d) and global dispersal (e & f) in the

presence(left-hand panels) and absence(right-hand panels) of bacteriophage

parasites. Lines represent bacterial abundance measured as absorbance (630nm) of

individual wells.
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Figure 2.2: Bacterial abundance

Bars represent mean absorbance at 630nm (+SE)in the presence (grey) and

absence (white) of bacteriophage parasites.

2.4.3 Patch-level constancy

Analysis of individual patch dynamics revealed that phages and dispersal had

interactive effects on patch-level constancy (Fig. 2.4A; phage * dispersal

interaction: F239 = 12.11, P < 0.001). Patch-level constancy was much lowerin

the presence of phages, which drove strong within patch fluctuationsin bacterial

abundance (Fig. 2.4A; simple effect of phages: no dispersal, F139 = 113.7, P<

0.001; localized dispersal, F)39= 114.3, P < 0.001; global dispersal, F139 = 252.6,

P < 0.001). In the presence of phages, patch-level constancy decreased with

increasing dispersal (Fig. 2.4A; simple effect of dispersal: F239 = 5.45, P < 0.01),

while, in contrast, patch-level constancy increased with dispersal in the absence of

phages (Fig. 2.4A; simple effect of dispersal: F239 = 7.14, P < 0.01).
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Figure 2.3: Spatial synchrony

Bars represent meancrosscorrelation coefficients (+SE) in the presence (grey)

and absence (white) of bacteriophage parasites

2.4.4 Population-level constancy

Dispersal had contrasting effects on population-level constancy in the presence

and absenceofphages (Fig. 2.4B; phage * dispersal interaction: F239 = 9.79, P <

0.001). Dispersal in the absence of phages had no effect on population-level

constancy (Fig. 2.4B; simple effect of dispersal: F239 = 0.228, P > 0.01), while

dispersal in the presence of phages decreased population-level constancy(Fig.

2.4B; simple effect of dispersal: F239 = 15.6, P < 0.001). Overall parasitized

populations were muchless stable than unparasitized ones (Fig. 2.4B; simple

effect of phages: no dispersal, F),30 = 54.2, P < 0.001; localized dispersal, Fj 30=

60.9, P < 0.001; global dispersal, F\,30 = 92.3, P < 0.001). This was due to phages

driving within-patch fluctuations in bacterial abundance that were synchronized

by dispersal, becoming phase-locked across the population as a whole thereby

reducing population-level constancy.
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Panels show constancy measuredas Fluctuation Index at the patch level (panel A)
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2.5 Discussion

Our data suggest that the impact of dispersal on local and regional dynamics

dependsonthe presence of natural enemies. Theseresults are likely due to the

ways in which stochastic and deterministic fluctuations interact across the

population. In the absenceofparasites, population fluctuations would havearisen

primarily through demographic stochasticity due to random variation in initial

densities and growth rates within each patch. The evolution of novel genotypes by

de novo mutation overthe course of the experimentis also likely to have

contributed to demographic variation between patches. Dispersal between these

randomlyfluctuating patches would only have had a moderate synchronising

effect, averaging out stochastic variation. By contrast, the presence of a natural

enemyresulted in strong multi-generational, deterministic population cycles that

swampedthe inherentstochastic fluctuations, such that sub-populations quickly

becamephase-lockedin the presence of dispersal. Hence, each patch acrossthe

population showed highly synchronised fluctuations diminishing the potential for

rescue effects. Indeed, this is in keeping with theory, which predicts that

populations with cyclical dynamics should synchronize more strongly through

dispersal than those with non-cyclical dynamics (Bjornstadet al. 1999).

In addition to the ecological dynamics describedsofarit is likely that fluctuations

in bacterial abundancein parasitized populations were also driven by coevolution.

Previous studies have shownthat P. fluorescens and bacteriophage SBW25®2

undergo rapid antagonistic coevolution with directional selection for increased

resistance and infectivity ranges respectively over the timescale of our

experiments (Buckling and Rainey 2002; Brockhurstet al. 2007b). Such

coevolution is knownto depress bacterial population density through phage-

induced mortality following evolution of phage with broader host range (Buckling

and Rainey 2002; Buckling and Hodgson 2007). The observedfluctuations in

bacterial abundancewerelikely caused in part by evolutionary changes in

resistance and infectivity profiles of bacteria and phage, in additionto classical

Lokta-Volterra population dynamics. It is increasingly recognizedthat rapid

evolution can affect ecological dynamics in a wide range of systems (Thompson

1998; Hairston Jr et al. 2005). Indeed, rapid evolution of resistance in bacteria is
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likely to have increased persistence by preventing phages from driving bacterial

populations extinct.

Hosts and parasites were co-dispersed at equal rates in our experiment. In some

host-parasite associations such congruentpatterns of host and parasite gene flow

are observed (Mulveyet al. 1991). However,in certain others, patterns of host and

parasite gene flow are decoupled with either the host (Delmotte et al. 1999) or the

parasite (Dybdahl and Lively 1996; Davieset al. 1999) displaying relatively

greater levels of gene flow. The potential importance ofdifferential relative rates

of dispersal of victims and enemies for ecological dynamicsis highlighted by the

findings of Huffaker’s classic studies of predator and prey mite species (Huffaker

1958). Here the greater persistence stability of populations underincreased spatial

complexity was thoughtto be dueto the greater dispersal ability of prey relative to

predatory mites. Our findings may therefore be limited to host-parasite systems

that experience simultaneous host-parasite dispersal. Such situations are likely to

arise where the parasite relies upon the host for its dispersal, as is the case for

contact transmitted parasites, or where co-dispersal of host and parasite is driven

by an external factor such as a prevailing wind or aquatic current.

An additional but important caveat of our experimentis that the rates of dispersal

we used wererelatively high compared to those commonly observedin natural

systems (Slatkin 1985). Our dispersal regimes consisted of mass migration events

at each transfer, with each growth period betweentransfers allowing

approximately 10 bacterial generations. This equated to Slatkin’s (1.e.,

proportion of immigrants per patch per generation (Slatkin 1985)) values of ~ 0.10

for global dispersal and ~ 0.09 for localized dispersal. Our finding that these

relatively high rates of dispersal reducedstability of parasitized populationsis in

line with theory, which predicts a hump-shaped relationship between dispersal

rate and population stability (Taylor 1990). This suggests that lowerrates of

dispersal may have had a stabilizing effect on ecological dynamicsin this host-

parasite system. Bycontrast, in the absenceofparasites, the rates of dispersal used

did not reduce stability of populations. It is possible that natural enemiesaltered

the range of dispersalrates that led to increased populationstability, or
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alternatively, that dispersal had a weaker impact on ecological dynamicsin the

absence of natural enemies (Rohanietal. 1996).

These results confirm the importanceofbiotic factors as drivers of spatial

synchronyofecological dynamics. Dispersal has been shownto increase spatial

synchronyin single species (Lecomteet al. 2004) and host-enemy systems

(Holyoak and Lawler 1996; Holyoak 2000). However,this is the first

experimental evidence that dispersal can have qualitatively different effects on

ecological dynamics and populationstability of a focal species in the presence and

absence of a natural enemy. Specifically, while dispersal increased stability in the

absenceofthe parasite, it decreased stability in the presence ofparasites by

causing spatially synchronized fluctuations in abundance.It is also of note that in

this system, natural enemiesanddispersal alone were sufficient to drive spatial

synchrony without the need for extrinsic forcing (Cattadori et al. 2005) as has

been predicted by theory (Blasiuset al. 1999).
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Chapter 3: The impact of parasite dispersal on antagonistic host-
parasite coevolution

3.1 Abstract

Coevolving populations of hosts and parasites are often subdividedinto a set of

patches connected by dispersal. Higherrelative rates of parasite comparedto host

dispersal are expectedto lead to parasite local adaptation. However, we know of

no studies that have considered the implications of higher relative rates of parasite

dispersal for other aspects of the coevolutionary process, suchasthe rate of

coevolution and extent of evolutionary escalation of resistance and infectivity

traits. We investigated the effect of phage dispersal on coevolution in

experimental metapopulations of the bacterium Pseudomonasfluorescens SBW25

and its viral parasite, phage SBW25®2.Both the rate of coevolution and the

breadth of evolved infectivity and resistance ranges peaked at intermediate rates

of parasite dispersal. These results suggest that parasite dispersal can enhance the

evolutionary potential of parasites through provision of novel genetic variation,

but that high rates of parasite dispersal can impede the evolutionofparasites by

homogenizing genetic variation between patches, thereby constraining

coevolution.

Published as: Vogwill T, Fenton A, Brockhurst MA. (2008): The impact of
parasite dispersal on antagonistic host-parasite coevolution. Journal of

Evolutionary Biology, 21(5): 824-9. (Appendix 2)
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3.2 Introduction

Antagonistic host-parasite coevolution, the reciprocal evolution of enhanced host

defence and parasite counter-defence, is pervasive in natural communities andis

implicated in a wide range of ecological and evolutionary processes (Woolhouse

et al. 2002; Thompson 2005). Often populations of hosts and parasites are

subdivided into a set of patches or demes connected bydispersal(a

metapopulation). Under such conditions the dynamics and outcomes of

coevolutionare likely to be influenced bythe relative levels of dispersal between

patchesin each of the interacting species. All else being equalit is predicted that

the species with the greater level of dispersal will have the upper hand in a given

coevolutionary arms race (Gandon and Michalakis 2002; Greischar and Koskella

2007; Hoeksema and Forde 2008). This arises because dispersal introduces novel

genetic variation into the population, thereby enhancingits adaptive potential

(Wright 1931). However, theoretical and empirical studies suggestthat very high

levels of dispersal can have a detrimental effect on genetic variation and thereby

adaptive potential (reviewed in Garantet al. 2007). This arises through two

mechanisms;first, high rates of dispersal can cause “genetic swamping” by

replacing locally adapted alleles with locally maladapted alleles commonin the

metapopulation as whole (Alleaume-Benharira et al. 2006); second, high rates of

dispersal can homogenise genetic variation among patches thus reducing the

supply ofnovel variation attainable through dispersal (Gandon and Michalakis

2002). Combined,these processes lead to the prediction that the rate of adaptation

is likely to peak at intermediate rates of dispersal.

A wide rangeofrelative rates of gene flow, whichis likely to correlate with

dispersal rate, have been observed in natural antagonistic associations

(encompassing host-parasite and predator-prey). While some antagonistic

associations show remarkably congruentpatterns of gene flow (Mulveyetal.

1991; Jerome and Ford 2002), in others, the rate of gene flow experienced by

antagonists are decoupled, with either the host / prey (Delmotte etal. 1999;

Martinez et al. 1999)or the parasite / predator displaying greater levels of gene

flow (Michalakis et al. 1994; Dybdahl and Lively 1996; Davieset al. 1999).
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Relatively greater rates of parasite compared to host dispersal or gene flow are

likely to underlie patterns of parasite local adaptation (i.e., greater performance on

sympatric compared toallopatric hosts) observed in natural populations through

provision of genetic variation and thereby enhancementofthe adaptive potential

of parasites (Lively and Dybdahl 2000; Gandon and Michalakis 2002; Greischar

and Koskella 2007). Such local adaptation of organismscausing disease to

humansorlivestock and cropsis of particular concern (Woolhouseet al. 2002),

thus an understanding of the coevolutionary impactof greaterrelative rates of

parasite comparedto host gene flow is required.

In laboratory studies with bacteria and their viral parasites (phage), where rates of

dispersal can be directly manipulated, dispersal between patches has emerged as a

key determinant of the outcomes and dynamics of coevolution (Fordeet al. 2004;

Morganetal. 2005; Brockhurstet al. 2007b; Forde et al. 2007; Morganetal.

2007). In the Pseudomonasfluorescens SBW25 — SBW25®2association bacteria

are locally adapted in the absenceofdispersal(i.e., bacteria are more resistantto

sympatric comparedto allopatric phage populations) (Morganetal. 2005).

Moderate increases inthe relative rate of bacterial dispersal (1-10%) have no

effect on local adaptation; this is because bacteria already have the upper handin

the coevolutionary armsrace. By contrast, moderate increasesin therelative rate

of phage dispersal (1-10%) reverse patterns of local adaptation such that phages

are locally adapted. This arises because dispersal introduces novel genetic

variation [genetic variation for both resistance and infectivity has been shownto

readily evolve in coevolving populations of P. fluorescens and SBW25@2

(Poullain et al. 2008)] enhancing the adaptive potential of phage such that, on

average, phages havethe upperhandin the coevolutionary arms race (Morgan et

al. 2005). Mechanisms,such asdispersal, that enhance the adaptive potential of

the lagging partner in a coevolutionary association can have significant impact

upon the dynamics of coevolution because suchreciprocal evolutionary change

mayonly proceed asrapidly as the slowest adapting partner. Such “warming”of

coevolutionary cold-spots (Gomulkiewicz et al. 2000) through increaseddispersal

of the host (Brockhurstet al. 2007b) or host and parasite simultaneously (Fordeet

al. 2007; Morganetal. 2007) has been observedin several studies. However, the

effect of greaterrelative rates of parasite dispersal remains unconsidered.
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Although empirical evidence suggests that greater relative rates of parasite

comparedto host dispersal lead to greater parasite local adaptation (Dybdahl and

Lively 1996; Lively and Dybdahl 2000; Morganetal. 2005), the impact on other

aspects of the coevolutionary process suchas the rate of coevolutionary change

and the extent of coevolutionary escalation remain largely unexplored. Therate of

coevolution has been shownto affect genetic diversity and population dynamics

in coevolving populations (Buckling & Hodgson 2007; Thompson 2005), while

the evolution of more broadly infective parasites has clear implications for disease

(Woolhouseet al. 2002). Moreover, when compared to the wide range ofrelative

rates of parasite dispersal observedin natural systems, only a very restricted range

of relative rates has thus far been studied using experimental metapopulations

(Morganet al. 2005). To further investigate this we established replicate

metapopulations of the commonsoil bacterlum Pseudomonasfluorescens SBW25

andits lytic viral bacteriophage SBW25®2, which were propagated byserial

transfer. Within each metapopulation, phages were migrated from a migrant-pool

at a range ofdifferent rates representative of those observed in natural systems,

ranging from no dispersal in both host and parasite, to increasingly greater

dispersal of parasites relative to hosts. Hosts were left unmigrated inall

treatments. Previous studies with this host-parasite association have shown

persistent cycles of coevolution imposing directional selection for increased

infectivity and resistance ranges through time in phage and bacteria respectively

(Buckling and Rainey 2002), such ranges are a measure of the extent of

coevolutionary escalation. We assayed levels of evolved bacterial resistance range

and phageinfectivity range (these are “global” measures against both sympatric

and allopatric antagonists), as well as the rate of coevolutionary change in one

focal patch within each experimental metapopulation.

Wehypothesised that phage dispersal would increase the adaptive potential of

phagesby introducing novel genetic variation, but that high levels of dispersal

would impede adaptation by homogenizing genetic variation between patches and

/ or introducing locally maladaptive alleles. This leads to the prediction of a

negative quadratic effect of of phage gene-flow rate on the adaptive potential of

phages. Because bacteria are ahead in the coevolutionary armsrace in the absence
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of dispersal and phage adaptation is the rate-limiting-step of coevolution in this

system, we further predicted: [1] a negative quadratic relationship between the

rate of coevolution and phagedispersal rate; [2] a negative quadratic relationship

of the extent of evolutionary escalation in resistance and infectivity ranges with

phagedispersalrate.

3.3 Materials and Methods

3.3.1 Culturing Conditions

Cultures were grown in 30mlglass universals with loose fitting plastic caps

containing 6ml of Kings B (KB) mediumin static incubator at 28°C. Cultures

were propagatedbyserialtransfer, with 601 of culture being transferred to a

fresh KB microcosm every 48 hours. Samples of each culture were frozen in 20%

glycerol and stored at -80°C every two transfers throughout the course ofthe

experiment.

3.3.2 Isolation ofbacteria andphage

Phage samples were isolated during the experiment by centrifuging samples of

culture (13000 rpm, 2mins) in 10% chloroform. This lysed and pelleted the

bacterial cells, leaving a suspension of phageparticles in the supernatant. Isolated

phage samples werethenstored at 5°C. Bacteria were isolated by growing cultures

overnight in a KB microcosm containing 0.37% Virkon® (a commercially

available disinfectant). At this concentration Virkon® is toxic towards

bacteriophage particles while being non-toxic towards P. fluorescens. 601 was

then transferred to a fresh KB microcosm andincubated for a further 24 hours.

This treatmentleft bacteria viable and free from phage and Virkon®. Presence of

phage following this procedure was routinely checked by assayingthe infectivity

of a sample of culture against ancestral bacteria, no phages were detected.
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3.3.3 Initiating Populations

18 KB microcosmswereinoculated with approximately 10’ isogeniccellsofP.

fluorescens isolate SBW25 and 10° isogenic particles of the lytic DNA phage,

SBW25@2. Cultures were initially propagated for 8 transfers to allow divergence

between populations prior to migration.

3.3.4 Experimental treatments

Following divergence, populations were assignedto oneof six replicate

metapopulations, each consisting of three microcosms. Each replicate

metapopulation was then used to found five further metapopulations, each of

which wassubjected to oneoffive different phage migration regimes (0%, 0.1%,

1%, 10% and 100% of phage population from migrant-pool) for 24 days (12

transfers) of culturing. Bacteria were left unmigratedin all treatments: at each

transfer samples of bacteria were isolated from each population and 60l ofthis

isolate was transferred to a fresh microcosm.Bycontrast transferred phage came

from two sources: unmigrated phageisolated from the relevant population, and

phage from a migrant-pool for each metapopulation, which consisted of equal

proportions by volume of phagesisolated from each constituent microcosm. The

proportion of the total transferred volume (601) added from each source was

determined by the migration treatment, for example under the 1% migration

regime, 0.61 of transferred phage came from the migrant pool and 59.411 came

from the phageisolated from the relevant population.

3.3.5 Assays

3.3.5.1 Quantifying resistance andinfectivity

Bacterial resistance was assayedasa binary trait, such that a given bacterial

colony could be either susceptible or non-susceptible to infection by phage. For

each assayed population, ten individualbacterial colonies wereisolated by plating

on a KB agarplate. Colonies were then streaked across a 20ul line of phage on a
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KB agarplate and incubated for 24 hours at 28°C. A colony wasdefined as

susceptible if there wasvisible inhibition of growth uponcrossing the line of

phage. Resistance was recorded as the proportion of non-susceptible bacteria per

population, while infectivity was measured as the proportion of susceptible

bacteria per population. Within each migration treatment, one focal population

from each ofthe six replicate metapopulations wasselected to undergo assays.

3.3.5.2. Rate ofcoevolution

To determineif directional antagonistic coevolution occurred in this experiment,

weused stored population samples (see above) to measure how the infectivity of

phage populationsto a bacterial population changed through time. Specifically, at

transfers 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 we determined the resistance (proportion resistant

colonies) of bacterial populations to past (two transfers previous), contemporary

and future (two transfers subsequent) sympatric phage populations.If directional

antagonistic coevolution was occurring then we would expect, for multiple time

points, future phage to be better than contemporary phage, and for contemporary

phage to be better than past phage at infecting contemporary bacteria, hence a

positive slope of infectivity against time (past, contemporary and future). To

determinethe rate of coevolution we calculated how muchphageinfectivity

changed betweenpast and future populations, given by the slope ofinfectivity

against time, and averaged across time-points (Brockhurstet al. 2003). Because

bacterial resistance to contemporary phage remainsrelatively constant across

time-points, we can infer bacterial adaptation (Brockhurstet al. 2003; Brockhurst

et al. 2007b), hence when considered over multiple time-points this is a measure

of coevolution, rather than simply phage infectivity evolution.

3.3.5.3. Resistance andinfectivity ranges

The breadth ofresistance and infectivity ranges was assayed every fourtransfers

by determiningthe resistance / infectivity for each bacteria / phage population

whenassayedagainst all other focal populations from the other migration

treatments that shared a founding metapopulation. This provides a “global”
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measure of which treatment has producedtherelatively most infectious and

resistant populations, while controlling for the effect of founding metapopulation.

Phageinfectivity to their sympatric bacteria(1.e. the bacteria from the same

microcosm and time point) was measured every twotransfers throughout the

course of the experiment.

3.3.6 Statistical analysis

Sympatric infectivity, rate of coevolution and breadth of infectivity and resistance

ranges were averaged through time and analysed separately using General Linear

Models (GLM)carried out in Minitab. Founding metapopulation wasfitted as a

random factor and Log10 (migration rate + 0.01) was simultaneously fitted as

both a linear and quadratic covariate. Whether the addition of a quadratic term

significantly improved modelfit over a simpler linear model was determined

using partial F-tests. Resistance ranges through time were log10 transformed and

infectivity ranges through time were square-root transformed to meet the

necessary assumptions (normality, homogeneity of variance).

3.4 Results

As predicted, we observed a negative quadratic relationship betweenthe rate of

phagedispersal and the rate of coevolution which peakedat 1% (Figure 3.1;

founding metapopulation, Fs. = 0.77, P = 0.579; linear effect, F),22 = 0.37, P =

0.550; negative quadratic effect, F).2. = 7.29, P = 0.013, partial F-test for inclusion

of quadratic rate term, F\,27 = 7.29, P < 0.05). Because coevolutionis

predominantly directional in this system (Buckling and Rainey 2002), more rapid

coevolution is typically associated with the evolution of broader phageinfectivity

range. In line with this, a negative quadratic relationship betweenthe rate of phage

dispersal and phageinfectivity range was observed whichalso peaked at 1%

(Figure 3.2; founding metapopulation, F522 = 3.26, P = 0.024;linear term, Fj,22 =

26.18, P < 0.001; negative quadratic term, F;,22 = 38.51, P < 0.001; partial F-test

for inclusion of quadratic rate term, F) 22 = 38.5, P < 0.01). These data are

consistent with the hypothesis that phage dispersal between patches can increase
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genetic variation thereby enhancing phage evolutionary potential, but that high

levels of dispersal (10-100%) may impede phage evolution, either through

“genetic swamping” or homogenisation of genetic variation between patches,

thereby limiting the rate and extent of coevolution attainable.
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Figure 3.1: The effect of phage migration rate on the rate of coevolution. The

rate of coevolution was given bythe slope of the changein infectivity of a phage

population through time. Bars show mean (+ SEM)rate of coevolution averaged

through time.

Because coevolution is a reciprocal process, bacterial resistance range was

expected to evolve in response to changesin phage infectivity range. Bacterial

resistance rangesalso displayed a negative quadratic relationship with therate of

phage migration peaking at 1% (Figure 3.3; founding metapopulation, F522 =

2.96, P = 0.034;linear term, F) 2 = 8.94, P = 0.007; negative quadratic term, Fj,22

= 9.91, P = 0.005; partial F-test for inclusion of quadratic rate term, F 1,22 = 9.94, P

< 0.01) and were positively correlated with infectivity ranges (correlation of

infectivity and resistance range means; Pearson’s r = 0.935, P = 0.02). This

suggests that bacterial resistance ranges were able to successfully evolve in

responseto the broadening of phage infectivity range through time despite a
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complete lack of dispersal. Taken together with previous studies (Morganetal.

2005; Brockhurstet al. 2007a; Morganet al. 2007) this suggests that bacterial

populations possess potential for coevolutionary escalation that remains unutilized

in coevolving populations limited by the rate of phage adaptation.
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Figure 3.2: The effect of phage migration rate on phage infectivity range. The

infectivity range was given by determiningthe infectivity of each phage

population whenassayed against bacteria from all other focal populations from

the other migration treatments that shared a founding metapopulation, providing a

measure of “global” infectivity. Bars show mean (+ SEM) infectivity range of

phage populations averaged through time.
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Figure 3.3: The effect of phage migration rate on bacterial resistance range.

The resistance range was given by determiningthe resistance of each bacteria

population whenassayed against phage from all other focal populations from the

other migration treatments that shared a founding metapopulation, providing a

measure of “global” infectivity. Bars show mean (+ SEM)resistance range of

bacterial populations averaged through time.

The decline in the rate of coevolution and breadth of phage infectivity range at

high rates of dispersal (10-100%) could have arisen through two mechanisms:

“genetic swamping” causingloss of locally beneficial alleles, or homogenization

of genetic variation between patches. To assess whetherlocally beneficial

infectivity alleles were lost at high phage gene-flowrates, infectivity of phages to

their sympatric bacterial hosts was analysed; a decline in sympatric infectivity at

high rates of dispersal would have been expected if locally beneficial infectivity

alleles were being lost through “genetic swamping”. However, phage dispersal led

to higher levels of infectivity of phages on their contemporary sympatric bacterial

hosts (Figure 3.4; founding metapopulation, Fs22 = 3.31, P = 0.022; lineareffect,

F\.22 = 4.00, P = 0.058; negative quadratic effect, F).22 = 7.97, P = 0.010; partial F-

test for inclusion of quadratic rate term, F).22 = 7.97, P < 0.01). Further analysis,

excluding the 0% dispersal data, found no difference in sympatric infectivity

betweenotherrates of dispersal (Figure 3.4; founding metapopulation, Fj,16 =
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3.29, P = 0.031; linear effect, F,.16 = 0.30, P = 0.593; negative quadratic effect,

F, 16 = 0.00, P = 0.955). Because no decline in sympatric infectivity was observed

with increasing dispersalrate, this suggests that, in this experimental system, high

rates of dispersal do notsignificantly limit phage adaptation to local bacterial

hosts through “genetic-swamping”. It seems likely therefore that the decline in the

rate of coevolution and breadth of infectivity range observedat high rates of

phage dispersal were due to homogenisation of genetic variation between patches.
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Figure 3.4: The effect of phage migration rate on sympatric infectivity. The

sympatric infectivity was given by determiningthe infectivity of a phage

population on bacteria from the same time-point and microcosm. Bars show mean

(+ SEM)infectivity of phage populations to contemporary sympatric bacterial

populations averaged through time.

3.5 Discussion

Evidence from theory (Gandon and Michalakis 2002), natural populations

(Dybdahl and Lively 1996; Lively and Dybdahl 2000) and laboratory populations

(Morganet al. 2005) suggests that greater relative rates of dispersalin parasites
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comparedto hosts should increase parasite local adaptation (Greischar and

Koskella 2007; Hoeksemaand Forde 2008). However, local adaptation provides

only a contemporary “snap-shot” of coevolutionary interactions, yielding little

information about other aspects of the coevolutionary process. Theresults

presented here extend local adaptation findings to consider the effect of a wide

rangeofrates of parasite dispersal on the dynamics and outcomesof coevolution.

Wedemonstrate that parasite dispersal can enhancethe evolutionary potential of

parasites increasing both therate and extent of escalation attainable during

antagonistic host parasite coevolution. However, high rates of parasite dispersal

can impedeparasite evolution, our results suggest that the most likely mechanism

for this is through homogenizing genetic variation between patches, thereby

constraining the coevolutionary process. In a previous study where bacteria and

phage were migrated simultaneously (Morgan et al. 2007), evolved phage

infectivity range did not decline at high rates of dispersal (10-50%) as observed

here. This suggests that the decoupling of host and parasite dispersal can alter the

outcomeof coevolution by limiting the effects of dispersal on evolutionary

potential to one or other antagonist.

Ourresults suggest that bacterial populations possess coevolutionary potential that

remains unutilized in the absence of phagedispersal, posing the question: why if

broaderresistance ranges can be evolved do they not evolve in the absence of

phagedispersal (as seen by the low evolvedresistance ranges for 0% migration

rate in Fig 3.3)? The strong positive correlation between resistance range and

infectivity range in this experiment suggests that selection favours the evolution

of sufficient rather than maximal resistance ranges. Thisis likely to be dueto the

high cost of phageresistance mutations in this system (Brockhurstet al. 2004;

Buckling et al. 2006), such that at any given time bacterial clones with broader

than necessary resistance mutationsarelikely to be outcompeted bysufficiently

resistant but fitter clones.

Acceleration of coevolution due to parasite dispersalis likely to be particularly

apparentin coevolutionary systems whereparasites are the lagging antagonist in

the absenceofdispersal. This is due to the rate of coevolutionary change being

limited by the adaptive rate of the slowest partner. Under such conditions
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dispersal is likely to lead to the more rapid evolution of more infective parasites.

The generality of the patterns of infectivity and resistance range evolution

observedin this study may be somewhatlimited to systems that undergo

predominantly directional selection. Such systems include mostplant-pathogen

interactions and other host-parasite interactions that broadly comply with a

multilocus gene-for-gene model of coevolutionary interaction, which allows for

the evolution of generalist resistance and infectivity phenotypesin hosts and

parasites respectively (Thompson and Burdon 1992; Damgaard 1999; Sasaki

2000).

In this and previousstudies with this host — parasite association, adaptation has

consistently peaked at 1% dispersal despite differences in the precise ecological

conditions used in each study (Brockhurstet al. 2007a; Morganet al. 2007).

However, it is unclear how low,intermediate or high rates of dispersal should be

defined for natural systems. Undoubtedlythisis likely to be underthe influence of

a wide range of contributory factors that also affect genetic diversity (e.g.,

mutation rate, population size generation time, etc.). Given this proviso, these

results could have implications for health and agriculture. Moderate increases in

parasite dispersal associated with increased mobility of human populations and

movementof livestock and crops could significantly alter coevolutionary

dynamicsleading to the more rapid emergence of more infective parasites. Both

theoretical and empirical evidence suggests that through increasing transmission

opportunities this is likely to be associated with an increase in the virulence of

disease (Herre 1993; Boots and Sasaki 1999; Bootset al. 2004; Boots and Mealor

2007). By contrast, very large increases in parasite dispersal rate are likely to

erode the potential benefits to parasites of dispersal leading to decline of parasite

evolutionary potential, thereby limiting infectivity and virulence evolution.
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Chapter 4: How doesspatial dispersal network affect the evolution of
parasite local adaptation?

4.1 Abstract

Studying patterns of parasite local adaptation can provide insights into the spatio-

temporal dynamicsofhost-parasite coevolution. Manyfactors both biotic and

abiotic have been identified that influence parasite local adaptation. In particular,

dispersal and population structuring are considered important determinants of

local adaptation. We investigated how the shapeofthe spatial dispersal network

within experimental landscapesaffected local adaptation of a bacteriophage

parasite to its bacterial host. Regardless of landscape topology,dispersal always

led to the evolution of phages with broaderinfectivity range. However, when the

spatial dispersal networkresulted in spatial variation in the breadth of phage

infectivity range, significant levels of parasite local adaptation and local

maladaptation were detected within the same landscape. This empirically

confirms theoretical expectations that geographic mosaics may play an important

role in driving parasite local adaptation, particularly when the shape of the

dispersal network generates non-uniform levels of host resistance or parasite

infectivity throughouta species’ range.
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4.2 Introduction

Studying patterns of parasite local adaptation can reveal the spatio-temporal

dynamicsof host-parasite coevolution (Thrall et al. 2002). Historically, parasites

were often predicted to have an evolutionary advantage overtheir hosts, due to

their generally shorter generation times and larger population sizes, and as such

were expected to be locally adapted(i.e., able to overcome immuneresponses of

local hosts) (Price 1980; Ebert 1994). However, empirical studies have revealed

that this is not always the case and examples of parasite local maladaptation or no

spatial variation in adaptation are commonintheliterature (reviewed in Greischar

and Koskella 2007; Hoeksemaand Forde 2008).

Fundamentally, local adaptation in host-parasite systemsis driven by spatially

asynchronouscoevolutionary dynamics,andis therefore influenced by the degree

of dispersal between populations (Frank 1991; Gandonet al. 1998). In the absence

of dispersal, this asynchrony can be maintained by the coevolutionary process

itself producing spatially variable selection (Gandonet al. 1998; Gandon 2002). In

the presence of dispersal, asynchronousallele frequenciesarestill predicted to be

maintained undercertain conditions, despite dispersal acting as a synchronising

force (Gandon and Nuismer 2009). This can be via either stochasticity, with small

population sizes coupled with genetic drift preventing synchrony (Burdon 1992;

Thompson and Burdon 1992; Gandon 2002), or by deterministic processes but

under somewhatstricter conditions — low migration, many populations and strong

selection (Gavrilets and Michalakis 2008; Gandon and Nuismer2009).

Alternatively, selection mosaics, where the strength of the reciprocal selection

between hostandparasite is spatially variable (Thompson 2005), are predicted to

be able to prevent homogenisation by selecting for differing alleles in different

parts of a species’ range (Nuismer 2006; Gandon and Nuismer2009).

Although dispersal is knowntoplaya central role in the evolution of local

adaptation (Greischar and Koskella 2007), the role that landscape topology, or the

spatial dispersal network,plays in driving the evolution of local adaptation during

host-parasite coevolution has been largely overlooked. The arrangement of
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subpopulations or patches within a landscape affects its connectivity (Bullet al.

2006) — the numberorthe identity of the populations that are connected by

dispersal. As such,it can influence the diversity of migrants a patch receives,

which is considered a major determinantof the evolutionary potential of a

population (Gandon and Michalakis 2002; Garantet al. 2007; Morganetal. 2007;

Vogwill et al. 2008). Furthermore, certain arrangements of patches mayresult in

somepatchesreceiving greater diversity of migrants than other patches within the

samelandscape, potentially affecting evolutionary potential between patches

within landscapes. Here we manipulate the topology of 6-patch experimental

landscapes consisting of the commonsoil bacterium Pseudomonasfluorescens

SBW25andits lytic bacteriophage parasite SBW25@2 (Buckling and Rainey

2002; Brockhurstet al. 2007b), to investigate how different landscape topologies

affect host-parasite coevolution and,in particular, levels of parasite local

adaptation.

4.3 Materials and Methods

4.3.1 Initiating Populations

24 microcosmswereinoculated with approximately 10’ isogenic cells of P.

fluorescensisolate SBW25 and 10° isogenic clonal particles the lytic DNA phage,

SBW25®2. Microcosmsconsisted of a 30mlglass universal with loosefitting

plastic caps containing 6ml of Kings B (KB) medium grownin static incubator

at 28°C. Cultures were propagatedbyserial transfer, whereby 601 of culture (1%

of the population) wastransferred to a fresh KB microcosm every 48 hours.

Cultures wereinitially propagated for 8 experimentaltransfers to allow

divergence between populations. Cultures were then grouped into four

experimental landscapes of six microcosmseach. Eachof these initial landscapes

wasused to found four replicate landscapes, each of which was exposedto a

different landscape shape and propagated for a further twelve experimental

transfers.
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4.3.2 Experimental Design

Experimentaltransfers after the initial divergence also involved the transfer of

60ul of culture to a fresh microcosm, but migration was simulated by 1% of this

inoculum coming from other populations within the same experimental landscape.

Which population provided these migrants dependedon the topologyofthe

landscape. Four different landscape topologies were used: isolated,linear, circular

and global. In the Isolated treatment populations were maintained without any

migration between populations within a landscape. Migrationin the linear

dispersal treatment consisted of uni-directional stepping-stone migration along a

linearstring of populations, whereby populations received migrants from the

population immediately upstream of them at each transfer. Similarly, the circular

dispersal treatment consisted of uni-directional stepping-stone migration along a

linear string, but the string was wrappedso that the end ofthe string connected to

the beginning. In the global dispersal treatmentall populations contributed to a

pool of migrants that were redistributedto all patches at every transfer.

4.3.3 Sampling Populations

Cultures were frozen every two transfers throughout the course of the experiment

in 20% glycerol andstored at -80°C. Phage populations were isolated by

centrifuging in 10% chloroform and then stored at 5°C. Bacterial populations were

isolated by plating on agar.

4.3.4 Infectivity Assays

Infectivity of a particular phage population against a particular bacterial

population is here defined as the proportion of bacterial coloniesthat the

bacteriophagesare capable ofinfecting (the proportion of susceptible bacteria).

Similarly, bacterial resistance is measured as the proportion of colonies which are

resistant. This is assayed byfirst drying a line of the phage population onto an

agarplate, and then streaking 10 bacterial colonies perpendicularly acrossit.
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Bacteria are deemed susceptible if they suffer any reduction in growth upon

encounteringtheline.

Streaking assays were used to measure levels of phage infectivity within

landscapes. Populations of phage and bacteria were crossed against each other

from positions 2, 4 and 6 within each metapopulation after 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12

experimental transfers. Populations 2,4 and 6 represent the 2™, 4" and 6"

population alongthe string for linear landscapes, and were selected on this basis

so that population 1, which receives no gene flow, would not be assayed.

Comparisons between populations receiving no dispersal and somedispersal are

commonin theliterature, and this was notthe goal of this manuscript. Numbering

of populationsis arbitrary in other landscapes, but is based on having a shared

founding population with the corresponding population from the linear landscape.

Overall phage infectivity range is measured as the average level of infectivity

againstall host assay populations from within its own landscape. Likewise, the

averageresistance rangeofa bacterial population to all phage assay populations

within its own landscapeit used as a measureof overall bacterial resistance.

Levels of parasite local adaptation were also calculated from the streaking assays.

Both commonly used definitions of local adaptation (Kaltz and Shykoff 1998;

Kawecki and Ebert 2004; Hoeksemaand Forde 2008) were used: homeagainst

awayandlocal against foreign. In the former this is comparing ‘local’ phage

performance on ‘home’hosts against ‘local’ phage performance on ‘away’hosts,

while in the latter it is comparing ‘local’ phage performance on ‘home’ hosts

against ‘foreign’ phage performance on ‘home’hosts.

4.3.5 Statistical Analysis

To detect within-metapopulation variation in resistance and infectivity ranges,

levels of overall host resistance range and phageinfectivity range were averaged

acrossall six time points and analysed using a generallinear model, with position

within landscape fitted as a fixed factor and experimental landscapeidentity as a

random factor. The differing definitions of local adaptation were analysed
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independently using repeated measures linear mixed models performed in SPSS.

Forthe local versus foreign definition of local adaptation, host population was

used as the subject and phage infectivity was used as the repeated measure; phage

origin and position-within-landscape weretreated as fixed factors and

experimental landscape identity as a random factor. For the home versus away

definition, phage population wasused as the subject and phage infectivity was

used as the repeated measure; host origin and position-within-landscape were

treated as fixed factors and experimental landscapeidentity as a random factor.

Degrees of freedom were estimated using the Satterthwaite approximation.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Patterns ofInfectivity and Resistance Range

With no dispersal, phage infectivity ranges were relatively low compared to

bacterial resistance ranges(figure 4.1 A), but with no consistent variation by

position within in landscapefor either infectivity ranges (table 4.1; position: F26=

0.02, P = 0.978) or resistance ranges (table 1; position: F26= 0.91, P = 0.451).

Conversely, infectivity ranges were generally higher than bacterial resistance

ranges for populations exposedto global dispersal or circular dispersal (figures

4.1B and 4.1C), but again there was no variation with position in either infectivity

range (table 1; position in global treatment: F2«= 0.32, P = 0.738; Position in

circular treatment: Fy6 = 0.31, P = 0.743) or resistance range (table 4.1; position in

global treatment: F2«= 0.03, P = 0.968; Position in circular treatment: F2¢= 0.43,

P = 0.670). However, infectivity ranges were foundto significantly increase with

linear dispersal in the samedirection as dispersal (figure 4.1D, table 4.1; Position:

F26= 15.30, P < 0.01). In contrast, no increase in bacterial resistance ranges was

observed with increasing distance from the beginning of the landscape (figure

4.1D,table 1; Position: F2.6= 1.12, P = 0.386).
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Figure 4.1: Infectivity and resistance: Levels of bacterial resistance (grey bars,

proportion resistant colonies + standard error) and phage infectivity (white

bars, proportion susceptible colonies + standard error) from positions 2, 4

and 6 within landscapes. Panel (A) no dispersal; (B) global dispersal; (C)

circular dispersal; (D) linear dispersal.
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Table 4.1: Variation in host resistance and phageinfectivity by position

within landscape. Results of general linear model with position within

landscapeas a fixed factor, and experimental landscape identity as a

random factor.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

Resistance

Dispersal

Network D.F. F P

None Position 2,6 0.91 0.451

Replicate 3,6 1.36 0.342

Global Position 2,6 0.03 0.968

Replicate 3,6 5.95 < 0.05

Circular Position 2,6 0.43 0.67

Replicate 3,6 3.81 0.077

Linear Position 2,6 1.12 0.386

Replicate 3,6 9.41 < 0.05

Infectivity
Dispersal

Network D.F. F P

None Position 2,6 0.02 0.978

Replicate 3,6 0.09 0.963

Global Position 2,6 0.32 0.738

Replicate 3,6 21.34 < 0.005

Circular Position 2,6 0.31 0.743

Replicate 3,6 9.64 < 0.05

Linear Position 2,6 15.3 < 0.01

Replicate 3,6 6.73 < 0.05
 

4.4.2 Local versus Foreign Local Adaptation

No consistent variation in the ability of local and foreign phagesto infect local

hosts was detected for no-dispersal landscapes (phage origin: F;,17= 0.28, P =

0.607; position: F217= 0.26, P = 0.776; interaction: F217= 0.24, P = 0.792; figure

4.2A). Similarly, no variation in the performanceoflocal and foreign phages on

local hosts was detected foreither circular or globaldispersal(figures 4.2B and

4.2C), with both landscapes producing generally highly infectious phages (global

dispersal: phage origin: F;,;7= 1.20, P = 0.291; position: F215 = 0.06, P = 0.940;

interaction: F}5= 0.27, P = 0.766. Circular dispersal: phage origin: F;,15= 0.65, P

= 0.434; position: F215 = 0.84, P = 0.451; interaction: F215 = 0.07, P = 0.936).

Howeversignificant differences were detected between local and foreign phage

infectivity against local hosts from landscapes subjected to linear dispersal (figure
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4.2D), but this depended on the population’s position within the string (phage

origin: F; 13 = 2.50, P = 0.136; position: F213 = 0.76, P = 0.489; interaction: F213 =

7.73, P< 0.01). Specifically, phage populations in position 2 tendedto be locally

maladapted, while populations 4 and 6 both contained locally adapted phage
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Figure 4.2: Local versus foreign infectivity. Infectivity (proportion susceptible

colonies + standard error) of local phages (grey bars) and foreign phages

(white bars) against host population from positions 2,4 and 6 within

landscapes. Panel (A) no dispersal; (B) global dispersal; (C) circular

dispersal; (D)linear dispersal.

4.4.3 Home versus Away Local Adaptation

Nosignificant variation in the ability of phages to infect home or awayhosts from

no-dispersal landscapes wasdetected (figure 4.3A; host population: F;,17= 0.17, P

= 0.685; position: F2;7= 0.06, P = 0.941; interaction: F2;7= 0.10, P = 0.907). Nor

wasthere any variation in infectivity against home or awayhosts for phage
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populations from either globalor circular dispersal treatments (figures 4.3B and

4.3C; global dispersal: host population: F),13= 1.57, P = 0.234; position: F213 =

0.22, P = 0.806; interaction: F213 = 0.07, P = 0.936. circular dispersal: host

population: F),14= 1.04, P = 0.326; position: F2,14= 0.39, P = 0.685; interaction:

F2.14= 0.87, P = 0.440), with high levels of infectivity against both. Neither was

there significant home versus away local adaptation for phages with linear

dispersal (Figure 4.3D), but phagesdidstill show a significant increase in

infectivity in the direction of dispersal (host population: F,); = 1.55, P = 0.239;

position: F2); = 8.97, P < 0.01; interaction: F2,;; = 0.06, P = 0.940).
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Figure 4.3: Homeversus awayinfectivity. Infectivity (proportion susceptible

colonies + standard error) of phages from positions 2,4 and 6 against home

hosts (grey bars) and away hosts (white bars). Panel (A) no dispersal; (B)

global dispersal; (C) circular dispersal; (D) linear dispersal.
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4.5 Discussion

Patterns of phage infectivity and bacterial resistance ranges were markedly

different for isolated landscapes when comparedto the dispersal treatments:

dispersal consistently led to the evolution of broader phage infectivity ranges

relative to bacterial resistance ranges (figure 1). This supports previous work

using this system which suggested that phages benefit more from dispersal than

their bacterial hosts, due to their lower within-population evolutionary potential in

the absence of migration (Morganet al. 2005; Morganet al. 2007). Moreover,

within linear landscapesinfectivity was found to increase with the direction of

dispersal, suggesting that dispersal further increased the evolutionary potential of

phage populations with each ‘step’ along the landscape. Phage local adaptation

and phage local maladaptation were both detected within the same experimental

landscape, but only for linear dispersal networks. Previous work has shownthat

SBW25@2is unlikely to show local adaptation during the early, directional stages

of coevolution (Morganet al. 2005; Morgan and Buckling 2006), but no previous

work had examined landscapes which incorporated spatial variation in infectivity.

Significant parasite local adaptation or local maladaptation wasonly detected

using the local versus foreign definition. This is therefore unlikely to reflect ‘true’

parasite local adaptation in the sense of a metapopulation-wide increase or

decrease in adaptation to local host defences. It is more likely to be reflective of

the within-landscapespatial variation in phage fitness and the lack of variation in

hostfitness. As the local versus foreign definition of local adaptation compares

the performance oflocal and foreign phages against a commonhost populations,

the lack of quantitative variance in host performancecausesall variation in local

adaptation to be a result of the spatial variation in phage infectivity. For example,

parasites with high local infectivity will also possess high global infectivity, and

appearlocally adapted when comparedto parasites with lowerinfectivity from

‘foreign’ locations. In contrast, if host resistance did spatially vary but phage

infectivity did not, it is likely that the home versus awaydefinition of local

adaptation would produce both significant local adaptation and local

maladaptation. For example, parasites whoselocal hosts possess higher global

resistance will appear locally maladapted, due to improved parasite performance
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on less resistant hosts from ‘away’ locations. As such, both conventionally used

definitions of local adaption will only give congruentresults where neither

infectivity nor resistance showssignificant spatial variation (Thrall et al. 2002).

Although neither of the commonly used definitions of parasite local adaptation

will always detect ‘true’ local adaptation, they will still be measures of the

coevolutionary dynamicsat a landscape or metapopulation level, particularif

coevolutionarytraits vary geographically. Geographic variation in the strength of

coevolutionary interaction has been reported for a wide range of systems

(Kraaijeveld and Godfray 1999; Brodieet al. 2002; Thrall et al. 2002; Benkmanet

al. 2003; Thompson 2005; Laine 2006; Toju and Sota 2006; Hanifin et al. 2008).

Thesesituations will likely result in a mix of locally adapted and local maladapted

populations: populations whose geographic location results in greater selection for

coevolutionary traits will tend to show local adaptation, whilst those populations

experiencing ecological conditions not favouring escalated infectivity and defence

traits will be locally maladapted.

As with similar work using bacteria and phage, the experiment reported here

migrated bacteria and phage at the samerate, and the results may be more relevant

to host-parasite systems wherehost and parasite display similar degrees of

population structuring (Forde et al. 2004; Forde et al. 2007; Morgan etal. 2007).

Similarly, dispersal only occurred at one rate in this experiment (1% of founding

population at each transfer), which previous work on this system suggestsis an

intermediate level of dispersal (Morganet al. 2005; Morganet al. 2007; Vogwill

et al. 2008). Local adaptation is predicted to be strongest at intermediate levels of

dispersal (Gandon 2002; Gandon and Michalakis 2002); low rates of dispersal

impair adaptation by constraining genetic diversity, while high rates preventlocal

adaptation by swampinglocal conditions.

Both theoretical work and empirical studies suggest that the degree of dispersal

has a majoraffect on both host-parasite coevolution and parasite local adaptation.

Howeverthe findings presented here also demonstrated that spatial dispersal

networks can be major drivers of coevolutionary dynamics. Specifically, we have

shownthat geographicvariation in infectivity, as generated by unidirectional
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dispersal can drive the evolution of parasite local adaptation andlocal

maladaptation, in the absence of other ecological differences between patches

(Morganet al. 2005; Morgan and Buckling 2006). This demonstratesthat spatial

dispersal networks can have a majoreffect on host-parasite coevolution, and

provides further support to the notion that host-parasite interactions can only be

understoodin spatially explicit context.
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Chapter 5: Source populations act as coevolutionary pacemakersin
experimental selection mosaics containing hotspots and coldspots

5.1 Abstract

Natural populations of hosts and their enemiesare often spatially structured with

patchesthat vary in the strength of reciprocalselection, so-called coevolutionary

hotspots and coldspots with strong or weak reciprocal selection respectively.

Theorypredicts that dispersal from hotspots should intensify coevolution in

coldspots, whereasdispersal from coldspots should weaken coevolution in

hotspots, however there have been few empirical tests. We addressed this using

paired populations of the bacterium Pseudomonasfluorescens and the phage

SBW25@®2linked by one-way dispersal. Within each population, the strength of

reciprocal selection was manipulated byaltering the bacteria-phage encounter

rate, which changesthe rate of coevolution without affecting environmental

productivity. We observedthat dispersal from hotspots accelerated coevolution in

coldspots, while dispersal from coldspots decelerated coevolution in hotspots.

These results confirm theoretical predictions and suggest that source populations

can act as coevolutionary “pacemakers” for recipient populations, overriding local

conditions.

Published as: Vogwill T, Fenton A, Buckling A, Hochberg ME, Brockhurst MA.
(2009): Source populations act as coevolutionary pacemakersin experimental
selection mosaics containing hotspots and coldspots. American Naturalist, 173:

E171-E176. (Appendix 3).
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5.2 Introduction

Antagonistic coevolution, the process of reciprocal selection for defence and

counter-defence between hosts and their enemies, is pervasive in biological

communities and thought to have a wide range of ecological and evolutionary

consequences, including driving population dynamics (Thompson 1998; Loeuille

et al. 2002; Yoshidaet al. 2007), the evolution of diversity (Frank 1993; Benkman

1999; Schluter 2000; Buckling and Hodgson 2007) and the evolution ofparasite

virulence (Bull 1994; Gandonet al. 2002; Woolhouseet al. 2002). Coevolving

populations of hosts and their enemiesare often spatially structured, occurring as

a set of patches connected by dispersal. The Geographic Mosaic Theory posits

that variation in ecological conditions between patchescan lead to differences in

local selection, generating mosaics in adaptation (Thompson 2005). This can

potentially lead to variation in the strength of reciprocal selection between hosts

andparasites in different patches, such that some patchesdisplay reciprocal

selection (hotspots), while others do not (coldspots) (Gomulkiewiczet al. 2000).

Dispersal and gene flow between these patches can thenact to redistribute

genotypes andalleles across the selection mosaic (Thompson 1999, 2005).

A keytheoretical prediction is that coevolutionary hotspots need not be ubiquitous

to have an effect on the evolutionary dynamicsofan interaction across the

selection mosaic as a whole (Thompson 2005). Specifically, coevolutionary

hotspots can drive coevolution in coldspots provided there is gene flow and

sufficiently strong selection within the hotspot (Gomulkiewiczet al. 2000).

However, coldspots can also influence evolutionary dynamicsin hotspots under

certain conditions. For example, when hotspots are surrounded by coldspots, gene

flow can lead to the swamping of the hotspot with coldspot-adapted genotypes,

which can override local conditions by weakening the responseto reciprocal

selection pressures (Nuismeret al. 2003). Taken together, these findings lead to

the theoretical prediction that dispersal from hotspot to coldspot should intensify

coevolution in the coldspot, whereas dispersal from coldspot to hotspot should

weakencoevolution in the hotspot.
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Geographic variation in the strength of reciprocal selection has been inferred in a

numberofnatural host-enemy systems (Benkman 1999; Kraaijeveld and Godfray

1999; Brodie et al. 2002; Thompson and Cunningham 2002; Thrall and Burdon

2003; Thompson 2005; Laine 2006; Toju and Sota 2006; Hanifin et al. 2008).

Indeed much empirical data suggest that classification into coevolving hotspots

and non-coevolving coldspots may be rather too simplistic (Nash 2008), and that

there is often likely to be a continuum ofintensity of reciprocal selection strength

between pure coldspots and extreme hotspots (Kraaijeveld and Godfray 1999;

Brodie et al. 2002; Thrall and Burdon 2003; Toju 2008). A numberof ecological

factors have been suggested to cause variation in reciprocal selection pressures,

these include abiotic factors such as environmental productivity (Hochberg and

Baalen 1998; Lopez-Pascua and Buckling 2008) and climate (Toju and Sota 2006;

Toju 2008), and biotic factors such as host-enemy encounterrates (Laine 2006)

and the presence / absence of other interacting species (Benkmanetal. 2001;

Thrall et al. 2007) . However, while geographic variation in reciprocal selection

appears to be widespread in natural populations and its importanceis highlighted

by theory (Thompson 2005), there have been few explicit empiricaltests ofits

impact on coevolutionary dynamics in selection mosaics connected bydispersal.

Onereasonfor this lack of direct empirical data is that controlled, replicated

coevolution experiments are extremely difficult to conduct in natural populations

wherethe spatial and temporalscales are large, and rates of dispersal and

historical relationships between patchesare difficult to determine and control. For

these reasons, laboratory populations of bacteria andtheir viral parasites, phage,

have emerged as key modelsystemsfor testing aspects of the Geographic Mosaic

Theory (Forde et al. 2004; Morgan and Buckling 2006; Brockhurstet al. 2007a;

Forde et al. 2007; Morganet al. 2007; Lopez-Pascua and Buckling 2008; Vogwill

et al. 2008). The bacterium Pseudomonasfluorescens SBW2S andits naturally

associated phage SBW25®2have been used extensively to test coevolutionary

theory (Brockhurstet al. 2007b). Persistent arms-race coevolution with directional

selection for increased bacterial resistance and phageinfectivity range has been

observed, suggesting a multilocus gene-for-gene interaction (Buckling and Rainey

2002; Poullain et al. 2008). Crucially, because population samples can be

cryogenically stored in “suspended animation”,it is possible to directly measure
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rates of coevolutionary change through time. Increasing within-population

mixing, by periodically shaking culture vessels, has been shownto increase the

strength of reciprocal selection by raising the bacteria—phage encounterrate; this

strengthens selection for resistance and by extension for novel infectivity thereby

accelerating coevolution, approximately doublingits rate, but has no effect on

environmental productivity (Brockhurstet al. 2003). Here, we use this simple

environmental manipulation to create patches within experimentalselection

mosaicsthat vary in the strength of reciprocal selection (strong reciprocal

selection / with population mixing, henceforth “PM”; weak reciprocalselection /

without population mixing, henceforth “PM™~’).

Experimental landscapes each consisted of two populations of P. fluorescens and

SBW25@2 connected by unidirectional dispersal such that one population acted

as a source of migrants and the other as a recipient of migrants. Four possible

source-recipient arrangements were investigated: [1] PMsource-PMrecipient,

[2] PM’ source-PM’recipient, [3] PM’ source-PM’recipient and [4] PM” source-

PMrecipient. Arrangements | and 2 represent homogeneouslandscapes, while 3

and 4 are heterogeneous with regard to population mixing andtherefore strength

of reciprocal selection. In addition, two rates of between population dispersal

were investigated. Populations were propagated by batch culture fora total of

twelve transfers, and every twotransfers the rate of coevolution in each recipient

population was measured.

Theory predicts that the influence of hotspots on coldspotsis likely to be

dependentonthe rate of dispersal, with intermediate rates of dispersal required for

hotspots to have any effect (Gomulkiewiczet al. 2000). To test this, a second

experiment wasperformedutilising a wider range of dispersal rates. Specifically,

weestablished another set of PM" source-PMrecipient and PM’ source-PM™

recipient landscapes which were exposed to four rates of dispersal. To track the

movementofhost from sources to recipients during this experiment, within each

landscapeeither the source or recipient population was founded using /acZ

markedstrain of P. fluorescens (Zhang and Rainey 2007), while its partner

population contained ancestral P. fluorescens. As in the previous experiment,

landscapes were propagated for twelve transfers, and every two transfers assays
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were performed onthe rate of coevolution and the extent of host invasion from

source to recipient population.

5.3 Materials and Methods

5.3.1 Culturing Techniques

Populations were propagated bybatch culture in 30mL glass universal bottles

with loosefitting plastic caps containing 6 mL of standard King’s B medium (KB)

in an incubator at 28°C. PM’populations were incubatedstatically, PM"

populations were shaken for one minute in every thirty minutes at 200rpm

(Brockhurstet al. 2003). A 60uL aliquot of each population wastransferred to

fresh media every 48 hours. Samples of culture were stored at -80°C in 20%

glycerol. Phage populations wereisolated by centrifuging samples of culture in

10% chloroform (which lysed and pelleted bacterial debris) and then stored at

4°C.

5.3.2 Experimental 1: Dispersal between hotspots and coldspots

48 replicate populations (24 PMpopulations and 24 PM’populations) were

founded with 10° clonalparticles of phage and 10° P. fluorescens SBW25cells,

and allowed to coevolve for six transfers prior to beginning dispersal treatments.

After this period, populations were assigned into source-recipient pairs to create

six replicates of each of the following source-recipient arrangements: [1] PM™

source-PMrecipient, [2] PM” source-PM'recipient, [3] PM” source-PM

recipient and [4] PM’ source-PM recipient. Each source-recipient pair was used

to found two experimental landscapes, one to undergo 1% dispersal and oneto

undergo 10% dispersal. 6 PM’ and 6 PMrecipient populations werealso used to

found isolated populations that received no migrants. 60uL aliquots were

transferred to fresh microcosmsevery 48 hoursfor a total of twelve transfers.

Source to recipient population dispersal was achieved by, for each recipient

population, a defined portion of this transferred aliquot being contributed by the

corresponding source population. Dependingonthe dispersal rate this involved
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either transferring 54uL of recipient population and 6uL of source population to a

fresh microcosm (10% dispersal rate), or 59.4uL of recipient population and

0.6uL of source population (1% dispersal rate).

5.3.3 Experiment 2: Interactions with dispersal rate

18 replicate microcosmswere established containing 10’ cells of SBW25 and 10°

particles SBW25@2 and allowed to diverge for six experimental transfers to

generate divergence between populations. Of these, six populations are referred to

as recipients and propagatedin static incubator; another six were designated as

PMsources and propagated in static incubator; while the final six were

designated as PM’sources and propagated in a shaken incubator. Within each set

of six, half were founded with unlabelled SBW25 and half with X-gal marked

SBW25.

Following divergence, recipient populations were each used to found 9 replicate

populations, while source populations were each used to found 4 replicates. One

set of recipient replicates was maintained in the absence of migration, while each

set of source replicates was paired with one of the remaining sets of recipient

populations, creating eight experimental landscapes of six populations each. Half

of these landscapes contained PM’ sources while half contained PM’sources.

Within each landscape, 3 source-recipient pairs consisted of X-gal marked

populationsas recipients and un-marked populations as sources, while the other

three source-recipient pairs contained the opposite combination, thereby allowing

the progress of any host invasions from source to sink to be tracked.

Landscapeswere then propagated for twelve further experimental transfers. At

each transfer, 1% of each source population wastransferred to a fresh microcosm.

Recipient populations also received the same amountoftransfer (1%), but some

of this culture also came from the corresponding source population. Four

migration rates between source and recipient were used: 10%, 1%, 0.1% and

0.01% oftotal inoculum,as well as 0% controls. Oneset of the replicate
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experimental landscape containing PM’ source populationsandone set containing

PMsource populations was subjected to each migrationrate.

5.3.4 Measuring Coevolution

Bacterial resistance for a given population was determinedbyisolating 10

bacterial colonies on KB agar, which werethen streaked across a perpendicular

line of phage that had been previously dried onto a KB agarplate. Any bacterial

colonies that showed growth inhibition upon encountering the line of phage were

classed as sensitive. Resistance was measuredas the proportion ofresistant

bacterial colonies. Antagonistic coevolution between P. fluorescens and

SBW25@72has been shownto be predominantly escalatory with directional

selection for increasing infectivity and resistance through time (Buckling and

Rainey 2002; Brockhurstet al. 2003). To determine the rate of coevolution, we

measured how theinfectivity of phage populationsto a bacterial population

changed throughtime. Specifically, every two transfers we determined the

resistance of bacterial populations to past (two transfers previous) and future (two

transfers subsequent) sympatric phage populations.If directional coevolution was

occurring then we would expect, for multiple time points, future phage to be

better than past phage at infecting contemporary bacteria, hence a positive slope

of infectivity against time: the magnitude ofthis slope gives a measureofthe rate

of coevolutionary change.

5.3.5 Tracking Bacterial Invasions

To monitor proportions of SBW25 and SBW25lacZ, recipient populations from

experiment 2 were plated every two transfers on KB agar which had been

enhanced with 40ul of 0.1M isopropyl thiogalactoside (IPTG) and 40u1 of

20mg/ml x-gal. IPTG increasestherate of transcription of the /acZ operon, which

encodes f-galactosidase that catalyses x-gal and producesa blue colour, allowing

for the blue/white screening of colonies.
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5.3.6 Statistical Analysis

For experiment 1, rates of coevolution were averaged through time and analysed

using a linear mixed model. Source population mixing, recipient population

mixing, and dispersal rate were fitted as fixed factors, while founding population

wasfitted as a random factor nested within both source and recipient population-

mixing.

Similarly, for experiment 2, rates of coevolution were also averaged through time

and analysed using a linear mixed. Source population mixing wastreated as a

fixed factor, and log10 of dispersal rate +0.01 wasfitted as a covariate in a fully-

factorial design. Founding populations and strain (SBW25 or SBW25lacZ) were

fitted as random factors.

The proportion of invasive host strains was analysed by also averaging acrossall

time points and analysed using a linear mixed model. Dispersalrate, bacterial

strain and source mixing rate were treated as fixed factors in a fully factorial

design, and founding population wastreated as a random factor.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Experiment 1

In the absence of immigration, population mixing hada significant effect on the

strength of reciprocal selection within populations (F1,10 = 12.62, P < 0.01),

confirming that the PM” treatmentcreated hotspots (meanrate of coevolution =

0.312 + 0.016) while the PM’ treatment created coldspots (meanrate of

coevolution = 0.226 + 0.018). Within experimental landscapes, the coevolutionary

rate of recipient populations was determined by population mixing in the source

population (Figure 5.1; F129 = 4.503, P = 0.047), but not by population mixing in

the recipient populationitself (Figure 5.1; F129 = 0.328, P = 0.573),nor bytherate

of immigration (Figure 5.1; F),20 = 0.840, P = 0.370), and there were no

significant interactions between the main-effects (Table 5.1). Therefore as
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predicted, immigration from PM’ sourcepopulations increased the rate of

coevolution in PMrecipient populations, while immigration from PM’ source

populations decreased the rate of coevolution in PM’recipient populations,

relative to equivalent recipient populations in homogeneouslandscapes.
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Figure 5.1: Rate of coevolution in recipient populations in Experiment1:

dispersal between hotspots and coldspots.

Bars represent the meanrate of coevolution averaged through time + SE in

recipient populations. Dotted lines represent the mean rate of coevolution in PM™

(upper line, red) and PM’(lowerline, blue) populations that received no migrants.

Source-type refers to the population-mixing regime in the source population,

while recipient-type refers to the population-mixing regimein the recipient

population. Rates of between patch dispersal are provided in brackets.
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Table 5.1: Tests of fixed effects in Experiment1: dispersal between hotspots

and coldspots.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

Source Numerator Denominator F p

df df
intercept 1 20 510.825 <0.001

SM 1 20 4.503 <0.05
RM l 20 0.328 0.573
DR l 20 0.840 0.370
SM * RM l 20 0.600 0.448
SM * DR 1 20 0.840 0.370
RM * DR 1 20 0.352 0.560
SM * RM * DR 1 20 1.049 0.318
 

Key: SM — source mixing rate; RM — recipient mixing rate; DR — dispersalrate.

5.4.2 Experiment 2

Rate of coevolution in recipient populations (figure 2) was again foundto be

determined bythe rate of mixing in source populations (F139 = 5.62, P < 0.05),

and again wasnotsignificantly affected by the rate of dispersal between source

and recipient populations (F139 = 1.79, P = 0.189), nor any interaction between

rate of source mixing and dispersal rate (F139 = 0.43, P = 0.515).
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Figure 5.2: Rate of coevolution in recipient populations in Experiment2:

Rate of dispersal from hotspots.

Bars represent the meanrate of coevolution averaged through time + SE in

recipient populations connected to PM- sources (grey bars) and PM+ sources

(black bars). The dotted line represent the mean rate of coevolution in PM(blue)

populations that received no migrants.

Collection of data about host invasions was discontinued after only two points

(transfers 10 and 12) had been collected (table 5.2). This was due to SBW25lacZ

being at a consistently lower density acrossall treatments, indicating a previously

unreported metabolic cost of the inserted /acZ operon. Specifically, the proportion

of bacteria originating from the source population was found to be unaffected by

dispersal rate (table 2; F3.x: = 0.25, P = 863), but strongly affected by the identity

of the invasivestrain (table 2; F,.4 = 17.27, P < 0.05). Specifically, the proportion

of SBW25lacZ was lowerin populations linked to PM’source populations than

those linked to PM’ source populations(table 2; Fi 23 = 22.83, P <0.001),

indicating a genotype by environmentinteraction whereby the /acZ operon is

increasingly costly with increasing rate of coevolution. All other interactions were

non-significant (table 5..3).
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Table 5.2: Proportion of Bacteria in Recipient Population originating in

Source Population + SE
 

 

 

 

 

 

Dispersal

Rate 10 1 0.1 0.01

Source Source

Mixing Strain

Pm+ SBW25lacZ 0.03 + 0.04 + 0.14 + 0.00 +

0.03 0.02 0.11 0.00

Pm+ SBW25 0.91 + 1.00 + 0.90 + 0.95 +

0.08 0.00 0.10 0.05

Pm- SBW25lacZ 0.33 + 0.41 + 0.27 + 0.29 +

0.25 0.27 0.14 0.15

Pm- SBW25 0.70 + 0.60 + 0.66 + 0.52 +

0.19 0.21 0.17 0.25      
 

Table 5.3: Tests of fixed effects on proportion of bacteria in recipient

population originating in source population
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Numerator Denominator

Source df df F Sig.
Intercept l 4 46.657 <0.005

DR 3 28 0.246 0.863

SM 1 28 0.178 0.677

HS 1 4 17.267 <0.05

DR * SM 3 28 0.167 0.918

DR * HS 3 28 0.04 0.989

SM * HS l 28 22.826 <.001

DR * SM * HS 3 28 0.555 0.649    
 

Key: HS — host strain; DR — dispersal rate; SM — source mixing.

5.5 Discussion

Central to the Geographic Mosaic Theoryis the concept of selection mosaics with

patchesthat vary in intensity of reciprocal selection, so-called coevolutionary

hotspots and coldspots (Thompson 2005). Such geographic variation in reciprocal

selection intensity appears to be widespreadin natural host-enemy populations
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(Benkman 1999; Kraaijeveld and Godfray 1999; Brodie et al. 2002; Thompson

and Cunningham 2002; Thrall and Burdon 2003; Thompson 2005; Laine 2006;

Toju and Sota 2006; Hanifin et al. 2008). In this study we experimentally

manipulated the strength of reciprocal selection within populations through

altering host-parasite encounter rates without affecting environmental

productivity. Our results suggest that heterogeneity in the strength of reciprocal

selection across a landscapeis an important determinant of coevolutionary

dynamics within population patches. Specifically, for recipient populations in

heterogeneous landscapes, immigration from a patch with stronger reciprocal

selection can accelerate coevolution, while immigration from a patch with weaker

reciprocal selection can decelerate coevolution. This suggests that source-

populations can act as coevolutionary “pacemakers” for recipient-populations,

overriding local conditions.

The data presented in figure 5.1 may be seen to question whether dispersal

enhances coevolution in the absence of selection mosaics. Figure 5.1 was

generated using a time-shift assay, which measuresthe rate of coevolution in

terms ofthe relative frequency of changesin infectivity and resistance.Its

precision is therefore somewhatlimited by the stochastic nature of when changes

in resistance and infectivity actually occur, and is unlikely to detect fine scale

variations in the rate of coevolution. Furthermore, a time-shift assay does not

measurethe size of these changes, and Morganetal (2008) has previously shown

that simultaneous migration of hosts and parasites does increase the breadth of

both host resistance range and phage infectivity range. As such, although figure

5.1 suggests that simultaneous migration does not have a major effect on how

often a coevolutionary change occurs,it is likely to still be enhancing coevolution

by selecting for changesoflargersize.

In experiment1, it is notable that only low to moderate rates of dispersal were

required to overridelocal selection:as little as 1% immigration every ~7.5 host

generations. Furthermore, no significant effect of rate was again detected in

experiment2, even with aslittle 0.01% immigration, although there are obvious

caveats wheninterpreting this experiment (see below). Specifically, theory

predicts that coevolutionary dynamics in coldspots should be morelikely to
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resemble those in hotspots as the migration rate increases from low to moderate

levels (Gomulkiewiczet al. 2000). It is possible that the tworates of dispersal (1%

and 10%) used in experiment weretoo similar to detect a significant difference,

both being in effect moderate rates of dispersal, and that an even lower dispersal

rate would be required to detect the pattern predicted by theory.It is interesting to

note that another recent studyinto the effects of dispersal rate on adaptation also

foundlittle difference between the effects of 1% and 10% dispersal (Venail etal.

2008).

It is unclear whetherthe results of experiment2 can really be interpreted as

evidence for dispersal rate having no effect in coevolutionary dynamics due to

SBW25lacZ bacteria unexpectedly suffering from reduced competitive ability in

the presence of phages. Previously, the /acZ operon has been shownnotto be

significantly costly in both laboratory and field conditions (Zhang and Rainey

2007). However, genotype by environmentinteractions are relative common for

genetically modified microbes (De Leij et al. 1998). Benign laboratory

environmentsare generally nutrient rich enough to compensate for any costs

associated with genetic transformation, while conversely more costly

environments do reveal costs (De Leiet al. 1998). Previously, coevolving with

phages has been shownto be costly to SBW25 (Brockhurstet al. 2004) and that

the relative size of this cost is increased by epistatic interactions with deleterious

mutations (Bucklinget al. 2006). The reduction in SBW25lacZ density in PM*

linked populations suggests that the cost of the insertion of the /acZ operon

increased with the accelerated coevolution(i.e. a genotype by environment

interaction). Conversely SBW25 has been shownto suffer no significant reduction

in density associated with accelerated coevolution as a result of population mixing

(Brockhurstet al. 2003).

In spite of this, significant heating of recipient populations wasstill detected in

experiment2, suggesting phage dispersal alone may be capable of driving

accelerated coevolution. Similar results have previously been reported for this

system (Morganet al. 2005; Vogwill et al. 2008); in the absence of migration,

bacteria are ahead in the coevolutionary arms-race dueto their greater

evolutionary potential (Buckling and Rainey 2002), but dispersal can reverse this
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trend (Morganet al. 2005). This is likely due to a bacterial population containing

‘unused’ evolutionary potential for resistance evolution (Morganetal. 2007), for

whichthere is currently no selective benefit due to the relatively slowerrate of

phage adaptation. However, we cannot explicitly rule out an influence of

simultaneousbacteria-bacteriophage migration thatis different to purely phage

migration, and this will be investigated in future experiments where bacteria and

phage dispersal rates will be independently manipulated.

Hosts and parasites were co-dispersed at equalrates in our experiment, while in

somehost-parasite associations such congruentpatterns of host and parasite gene

flow are observed (Mulveyet al. 1991), in certain others, patterns of host and

parasite gene flow are decoupled with either the host (Delmotte et al. 1999) or the

parasite (Dybdahl and Lively 1996; Davieset al. 1999) displaying relatively

greater levels of gene flow. Asin previous studies (Forde et al. 2004; Fordeetal.

2007; Morganetal. 2007) our findings may therefore be somewhatlimited to

host-parasite systems that experience simultaneoushost-parasite dispersal. Such

situationsare likely to arise where the parasiteis reliant upon the host forits

dispersal, as is the case for contact transmitted parasites, or where co-dispersal of

host and parasite is driven by an external factor such as a prevailing wind or

aquatic current.

These results confirm, along with the findings of a previous experimental study

that manipulated environmental productivity (Forde et al. 2007), that dispersal

from hotspots can “warm-up” coevolution in coldspots. However,oursisthefirst,

as far as we are aware, to show empirically that dispersal from populations with

weakerreciprocal selection can “cool-down”those with more intense reciprocal

selection. This has been shownto be theoretically possible (Hochberg and Baalen

1998; Nuismeret al. 2003; Thompson 2005), however,it is important to consider

whetherhotspots or coldspots are likely predominate in natural selection mosaics.

In selection mosaics generated by productivity gradients, where there islikely to

be a positive relationship between productivity and population density (Lopez-

Pascua and Buckling 2008), it is probable that hotspots will have a greater impact

because they will act as net sources of migrants, while coldspots will act as net

recipients. However, where reciprocalselection is weakened through reduced
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host-parasite encounter rate (Laine 2006), such coldspot populations mayact as

net sources of migrants due to lower incidence of parasitism, which can

negatively regulate host population growthin nature. In addition, geographical

limitations to dispersal may often result in unidirectional movementofmigrants

(e.g., aquatic currents, prevailing windsetc); under such conditions coldspots or

hotspots acting as net sources of migrants are likely to determine coevolutionary

dynamicsacross the selection mosaic.
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Chapter 6: General Discussion

6.1 Summary

The overall take-home message from this thesis is that introducing spatial

structure radically alters both the ecology and evolution of host-parasite systems.

Chapter 2 demonstrates that the impact of coevolving parasites on a host’s

demography dependsonthe level of spatial structuring in the system, while the

impactofspatial structuring on a host’s demography is dependent on the presence

or absence of a coevolving natural enemy. This was driven by phages causing

deterministic cycling of host populations, which were not observedin the absence

of phages, and becamephase-locked bydispersal. This along with another recent

study (Vasseur and Fox 2009) confirms a longstanding theoretical prediction that

cyclical systems are more prone to syncronisation by dispersal than noncyclical

systems (Bjornstadet al. 1999).

It is currently unknown whetherhost-parasite demographic interactionsor host-

parasite coevolutionary interactions are the major determinants of the observed

patterns in chapter 2. This could be experimentally investigated by determining if

rapid rates of phage infectivity evolution correlate with low bacterial densities

(Buckling and Hodgson 2007), or conversely if periods of phage infectivity stasis

correlated with peaksof bacterial density. If this was foundto bethecase,it

would suggest that coevolution was the majordriver of the bacterial population

dynamics. At the same time, correlations between phage and bacteria population

densities could be investigated to test the alternative hypothesis that bacteria-

phage demographicinteractions are the majordrivers of bacterial population

dynamics.

Aside from being potential caused by coevolutionary dynamics, the observed

population dynamicsare likely to have feedback effects on the rate and manner of

coevolution. This could be investigated while at the same timeastesting the

predictedrole of genetic diversity as the mechanisms through whichdispersal

alters adaptation. Specifically, dispersal should increase within-patch diversity but
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reduce between-patch diversity. As such, the rate of coevolution at the population

level should be highest within the localized dispersal treatment, as it should lead

to high levels of within-patch diversity while maintaining some between patch-

diversity, as predicted by the levels of population synchrony. Levels of bacterial

resistance diversity and phage infectivity diversity could be measured either

directly by phenotypic assays, or indirectly by the genetic diversity of bacterial

receptorsites or phagetail-fibres. If both approaches were adopted,it could also

be used to construct a phenotype-genotype mapofthis interaction, increasing the

range of hypotheses that could be addressed using this system.

Chapters 3 and 4 both highlight that the coevolutionary dynamics of host-parasite

systemsare altered by the introduction ofspatial structuring,but also that the

nature of spatial structuring (i.e., the spatial dispersal network) determines how

coevolution is specifically altered. Chapter 3 empirically confirms a longstanding

theoretical prediction (Gandon 2002) that intermediate rates of dispersal maximise

the evolutionary potential of parasites. This is reflected in boththe rate of

coevolution as demonstrated by a time-shift assays, as well as in the levels of

phageinfectivity and bacterial resistance. The latter of these is interesting asit is a

correlation between one organism’s dispersal rate and another organism’s

phenotype, suggesting the dispersal-adaptation relationship in one species may

also cause other ecological phenomenato correlate with dispersal, particularly in

coevolutionary interactions.

Chapter 4 highlights that asymmetrical dispersal patterns, where some populations

receive a greater diversity of migrants than others, also impacts on coevolution

and can create geographic variation in the levels infectivity or resistance. This can

have important consequencesas it may prevent landscape wide,or‘true,’ patterns

of local adaptation (Gandon and Nuismer 2009), but equally can create areas of

local adaptation and local maladaptation in close proximity to each other. This

chapter also suggests that the major drivers of coevolutionary dynamics in some

natural systemsmay well be specific to individual populations, such asits position

in a dispersal network orits environmental microclimate, and that these are the

systemsthat are unlikely to show ‘true’ local adaptation.
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Chapter 5 confirms a longstanding tenet of the GMTC that demographic sources

within geographic mosaics containing hotspots and coldspots act as pacemakers

that drive landscape-widerates of coevolution, overriding local conditions. These

results confirm a previous experimental study that manipulated environmental

productivity (Forde et al. 2007) that dispersal from hotspots can accelerate

coevolution in coldspots. In addition, they demonstrate that dispersal from

coldspots can decelerate coevolution in hotspots. Interestingly, theory often

predicts hotspots should be major drivers of coevolution in other populations but

that coldspots should have less impact (Thompson 2005). This is often because

hotspots are predicted to be caused by areas of high local population productivity

(Nuismeret al. 2003). However when hotspots and coldspots are not caused by

demographics, this chapter demonstrates that both coldspots and hotspots may

exert the same degree of influence.

The Merits ofMicrobial Experimental Evolution

There are obviouspractical benefits to using microbial systems as experimental

models; they allow experimental and biological issues to be addressed usingreal

genetic systems that possess far greater complexity than can be generated using

mathematical simulations. However, the way in whichthis is practically

performedis often too simplistic, too artificial or too experimentally arbitrary to

have any biological realism. Bacteria-bacteriophage systemsare less proneto this

criticism as the dynamicsof the system arestill the biological interaction between

natural enemies,albeit in an artificial setting. The observed molecular, population

and evolutionary dynamicsofbacteria and phagesin laboratories shouldstill be

occurring in natural populations, and it would be of obvious advantageif this

could be confirmed for wild populations of bacteria and phage. This would also

allow the testing of evolutionary hypothesesthat are directly relevant to the

microbes themselves, as opposed to hypotheses that are theoretical or computer

generated. Testing generic evolutionary and ecological theories with no regard for

their relevance for microbes can berightlycriticised for being arbitrary and

contrived, and there is a need for a greater integration oftraditional microbiology

with experimental evolution.
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6.2 Future Directions

The rate of evolutionary and coevolutionary change wasonce considered to be too

slow to influence ecological dynamics (Slobodkin 1961). Howeverthereis

increasing evidence that evolutionary changes can occurin ecological time and

can be used to explain ecological phenomena (Antonovics 1976; Thompson 1998;

Hairstonet al. 2005). Such eco-evolutionary dynamicsare consideredparticularly

relevantin host-parasite systems(Altizer et al. 2003). If areas of rapidly evolving

parasites and pathogens need not be ubiquitous to have major ecological effects

(chapter 5), it is of major importance to determine where and whythesebursts of

rapid evolution occur. The substantial knowledge of how and why microbes

rapidly evolve underlaboratory conditions (Bohannan and Lenski 2000) can be a

useful tool in predicting which aspects of microbial phenotypesare currently

underselection in natural populations (Buckling et al. 2009). Due to the major

importance of microbes for ecology, health, and agriculture, applying the

laboratory knowledge of microbial evolution to real world situations is a major

challenge in modern evolutionary microbiology.

Asspatial structuring is a major driver coevolution,it is important to incorporate

or accountfor spatial structuring in studies of coevolution in natural environments

(Thrall et al. 2002; Thompson 2005). This is particularly relevant for studies of

microbial host-natural enemyinteractions, as the relevant scales on which

microbes are sometimesspatially structured is on the scale of centimetres (Voset

al. 2009). Although microbial ecologyis in its infancy (Ashet al. 2008), it has

great potential as to tool to study spatially extended coevolution, as well as other

ecological and evolutionary processes which occurofbroad spatial scales (Ash et

al. 2008). In particular, bacteria-phage interactions are a very suitable ecological

system for demonstrating all the aspects of a geographic mosaic of coevolution.

Field studies of microbes would be a natural complementtothe traditional

laboratory based experimental evolution: ecological and evolutionary patterns

could be identified in wild microbial populations, and the hypothesised

mechanismsgenerating them could betested in laboratories.
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To achieve this, studies of bacteria-phage interactions in natural environments

would benefit from a closer integration of phenotypic and genotypic analysis.

Current studies have either focussed on genomic culture-independent techniques

(Andersson and Banfield 2008; Kunin et al. 2008; Tyson and Banfield 2008), or

moretraditional culturing-based microbiology (Waterbury and Valois 1993;

Bruttin et al. 1997; Voset al. 2009). The use of rapid sequencing technologies has

led to the ‘second age’ of microbial ecology and a muchbetter understanding of

bacterial and phage genomic diversity (Ash et al. 2008). However, integration

with culture-based studiesis still required to associate phenotypes with genotypes

and assess the ecological significance of these detected large volumesofdiversity.

In particular, studying the genetic dynamics of CRISPRunits is a fast-paced and

interesting area of research (Heidelberget al. 2009), but as of yet has not been

combined with any culture-based analysis.

This would further be aided by a better understanding ofthe genetic specificity of

the interaction between bacteria and phage. For SBW25®2 and SBW25the

relevant genes involvedin infection are beginningto be identified (Patterson et al

(in submission)). Initially, bacteria-phage interactions were compared with the

gene-for-gene systems of plant-pathogen interactions, as both processesled to a

mix of generalist and specialist phenotypes (Buckling and Rainey 2002; Poullain

et al. 2008). However, as there are several lines of bacterial defence that phages

must overcomein orderto successfully infect a bacterial cell (chapter 1),

specificity is likely governed at multiple hierarchical levels, each of which could

potentially be governed bya different form of specificity genetics.

The major limitation of SBW25@2isthat it is a lytic virus — successful infection

alwaysleads to the death of the host bacteria, and therefore represents a

semelparousobligate killing parasite. A broader range ofhost-parasite interactions

could be studied if bacteriophages with alternative life-histories were isolated and

utilised. Lysogenic or temperate phagesstill must eventually lyse the hostcell in

order to produce daughterparticles, but lysis can be delayed (Bull 2006). Chronic

phages, sometimesreferred to as filamentous phages, are able to reproduce

withoutlysing hostcells. Instead, daughterviral particles are released through

host membraneprotein channels, without necessarily killing the hostcell
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(Weinbauer 2004). Bacteria are also attacked by a wide rangeofother natural

enemies. For example, Bdellovibrio sp. are bacterial parasites of other bacteria —

they enter the periplasmic space between the inner and outer membranesof other

Gram-negative bacteria, and then feed on the resourcesof the host cell (Davidov

and Jurkevitch 2004). In contrast, numerousprotists and bacteria predate bacteria

by enveloping whole cells, and several of these predators have begunto be used to

study predator-prey interactions (Meyer and Kassen 2007; Hilleslandet al. 2009).

In natural environments, organismsare attacked by multiple different parasites

and predators, and diffuse coevolution between multiple species is likely to be a

major driver of ecology and evolution. Incorporating a greater number and a

greater variety of the natural enemies of bacteria would permitthese sorts of

questionsto be addressed.
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it are not yet fully understood. Two keybiotic drivers of spatial synchrony have been

identified: dispersal and trophic interactions (e.g. natural enemies). We used spatially

structured, patchybacterial populations to show that although increased dispersal always

enhancedspatial synchrony of fluctuations in bacterial abundance, this effect was far

stronger in the presence of a bacteriophage parasite. Bacteriophages drove strong within

patch fluctuations in bacterial abundance that became phase locked through dispersal.

Furthermore, the way in which stability, measured as constancy, respondedto increasing

dispersal was qualitatively different depending on whether parasites were present or not.

Patch-level constancy decreased with dispersal in the presence of parasites, whereas

dispersal increased patch-level constancy in the absence of parasites. Population-level

constancyalso decreased with dispersal in the presence of parasites, but was unaffected

by dispersal in the absence of parasites. These contrasting patterns werelikely due to the

different role played by dispersal in the presence and absence of parasites, synchronizing

dynamics in the former case and averaging stochastic fluctuations in the latter. Taken

together, our findings suggest that dispersal and natural enemies can interact to drive

spatially synchronous population fluctuations that decrease stability at both the patch

and population level.
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However, this is not always the case and spatial synchrony

mayinstead be morestrongly influenced byclimactic factors

(Peltonen e¢ a/, 2002), or may depend on the spatial scale at

which synchronyis measured (Sutcliffe e¢ a/ 1996). Trophic

interactions, particularly those with natural enemies, have

long been thought to drive population fluctuations (Hanski

et al. 1993; Krebs ef al. 1995; Hudson ef al 1998). Theory

suggests that interaction with a spatially synchronized

natural enemy can drive spatial synchrony of the exploited

species (Ims & Steen 1990; de Roos ef a/ 1998). Such

processes are thought to underpin distribution and abun-

INTRODUCTION

Spatial synchrony of ecological dynamics is pervasive in

natural populations (Bjornstad ef aZ 1999; Liebhold ef a/.

2004). Dispersal and trophic interactions have emerged as

key biotic determinants of spatial synchrony (Liebhold ef a/.

2004). However, the precise wayin whicheachfactor affects

synchrony, and the consequences for population stability

and persistence remain the focus of considerable research

(Blasius ef al 1999; Holland & Hastings 2008). A robust

prediction of a range of theoretical models is that dispersal

between patches can synchronize fluctuations that arise

from similar driving processes (Bjornstad ef al 1999;

Liebhold ef a/ 2004). Indeed, comparisons of species that

differ in dispersal ability suggest that more dispersive species

often display more spatial synchrony (Paradis ef a/ 1999).

© 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd/CNRS

dance patterns in a numberof natural systems (Small ¢/ a/.

1993; Ims & Andreassen 2000).

Dispersal and natural enemies are also likely to affect

population stability. In this paper, we focus on the

constancy component ofstability, which measures the
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tendency for abundance to remain unchanged through time

(Grimm & Wissel 1997). Low constancyimplies temporally

fluctuating abundance, while high constancy implies tem-

porally constant abundance. Constancy can be measured at

the level of an individual patch, giving an estimate of

abundance fluctuations at a local scale, or at the whole

population level, giving an estimate of abundance fluctua-

tions at a regional scale (Dey & Joshi 2006). Whether patch

and population measures of constancy are correlated

depends upon the degree of spatial synchrony exhibited

by the population.

The effect of dispersal on population stability has been

modelled extensively. In general, a non-linear hump-shaped

relationship between dispersal rate and population stability

is predicted by both single-species (Gyllenberg ef a/ 1993;

Hastings 1993) and victim-enemy models (Reeve 1988;

Taylor 1990). This arises because, in patchy populations

where patch abundances fluctuate asynchronously, recolon-

ization maybe insufficient at very low levels of dispersal to

counter-balance extinctions of declining patches leading to

low populationstability. Moderate increases in dispersal may

improve population stability because dispersal between out-

of-phase patches allows recolonization ofdeclining patches.

However, further increases in dispersal are likely to

synchronize abundance fluctuations across patches, pre-

venting rescue effects (Brown & Kodric-Brown 1977) and

potentially decreasing population stability (Heino ef a/.

1997). Some models predict that the effects of dispersal

on population stability are likely to be stronger in the

presence of natural enemies (Rohani ef a/ 1996).

Clearly, the effects of dispersal and natural enemies on

local and regional dynamics have the potential to interact,

resulting in counter-intuitive outcomes on ecological

dynamics. A number of studies have tested the effects of

dispersal on synchrony and/or stability in spatially struc-

tured single-species (Lecomtee¢ a/. 2004; Dey & Joshi 2006)

or victim-enemy populations (Holyoak & Lawler 1996,

Holyoak 2000; Ellner et a/ 2001; Bonsall et af 2002).

However, few experimental studies to our knowledge have

directly compared effects of dispersal on spatial synchrony

and stability in the presence and absence of a natural enemy.

There are severallikely reasons for this, which include the

large spatial and temporal scales involved in studies of

natural systems. In addition there are difficulties associated

with excluding natural enemies, accurately measuring and

manipulating dispersal rates, and controlling for extrinsic

variables in nature. However, such difficulties can be

overcomebyusing laboratory populationsoffast replicating

microbes (Jessup ef a/, 2004; Buckling ef a/ 2009). We

propagated replicate 64 patch spatially structured popula-

tions of Pseudomonas fluorescens SBW25 with and without

bacteriophage SBW25@2, under three scales of dispersal

(global, localized and none). We explored how dispersal and

natural enemies interact to affect spatial synchrony of

ecological dynamics and population stability.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Culturing techniques

Each population was propagated in 64 wells on a 96-well

microtitre plate (i.e. an eight-well by eight-well grid), each well

containing 100 WL of King’s B liquid media. Eighteen replicate

phage-free spatially structured populations wereinitiated with

approximately1.7 x 10° bacterialcells per well and 18 replicate

phage containing populations were initiated with 1.7 x 10°

bacterial cells and 170 viral particles per well using a 96-pin

replicator. These densities were chosen to be equivalentto the

starting population densities previously used in experiments

with this system (Buckling & Rainey 2002a). Populations were

propagated byserial transfer for 12 transfers (every 2 days

1 pL ofeach well wasused to inoculate a fresh well using a 96-

pin replicator) under one of the following dispersal regimes:

global — all patches were pooled and homogenized prior to

transfer; localized — the contentsofall eight wells in each row

were pooled and homogenized prior to even-numbered

transfers, the contents ofall eight wells in each column were

pooled and homogenized prior to odd numbered-transfers;

none — no between well mixing occurred priorto transfer.

Analysing synchrony and constancy

After each growth cycle, we measured bacterial abundancein

each well as absorbance at 630 nm using an optical density

plate-reader (Biotek EL800, Winooski, Vermont, USA). To

estimate spatial synchronywecalculated cross correlations at

lag-zero of the first differenced time series of log abundance

{In(V)-In(NV,_1), where N,is the populationsize at time /] of

all patch pairs in the population (Bjornstad ef a/ 1999). To

estimate constancy, we calculated the fluctuation index (Dey

& Joshi 2006) (FI):

 EI = iSoAbs(Nivt — Ni)

where N is the mean population size over 7 transfers. FI

measures the mean one-step change in abundance, scaled by

average population size, over the duration of the experi-

ment. FIs were calculated at both the level of the population

and the patch (ie. individual wells). Levels of population

synchrony and FI’s at both patch and populationlevels were

analysed using two-way ANOVAs, with presence or absence

of phages and level of dispersal fitted as factors. Where

significant interactions between phage presence and

dispersal were detected, simple effects of phage and

dispersal were analysed using orthogonal contrasts, using a

Bonferroni corrected alpha value of 0.01.

© 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd/CNRS
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RESULTS

Bacterial abundance

Population dynamics for representative populations under

each experimental treatment are displayed in Fig. 1. Phages

and dispersal had interactive effects on bacterial abundance

(Fig. 2; phage X dispersal interaction: 39 = 3.76,

P < 0.05). Phages reduced mean bacterial abundance across

all dispersal treatments (Fig. 2; simple effect of phages: no

dispersal, F139 = 36.1, P< 0.001; localized dispersal,

Fi 39 = 96.0, P< 0.001; global dispersal, /, 39 = 74.4,

With bacteriophage

P < 0.001) and bacterial abundance decreased with increas-

ing dispersal in the presence of phages (Fig. 2; simple effect

of dispersal: F239 = 7.65, P < 0.01) but not in the absence

of phages (Fig. 2; simple effect of dispersal: F>39 = 0.09,

P > 0.01).

Spatial synchrony

The synchrony of fluctuations in bacterial abundance

increased with dispersal for both phage containing (Fig. 3;

simple effect of dispersal: F539 = 68.9, P< 0.001) and

Without bacteriophage
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Figure 1 Population dynamics: panels show bacterial abundance dynamicsof representative populations under nodispersal (a & b), localized

dispersal (c & d) and global dispersal (e & f) in the presence (left-hand panels) and absence(right-hand panels) of bacteriophage parasites.

Lines represent bacterial abundance measured as absorbance (630 nm) of individual wells.
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Figure 3 Spatial synchrony: bars represent mean cross correlation

coefficients (+ SE) in the presence (grey) and absence (white) of

bacteriophage parasites.

phage-free populations (Fig. 3; simple effect of dispersal:

Fy39 = 16.2, P< 0.001). However, this effect was far

stronger in parasitized compared to unparasitized popula-

tions (Fig. 3; phage x dispersal interaction: [239 = 11.56,

P < 0.001). While phage had no effect on spatial synchrony

in populations without dispersal (Fig. 3; simple effect of

phages: [139 = 0.036, P > 0.01), mean population spatial

synchronywassignificantly higher in parasitized populations

with dispersal (Fig. 3; simple effect of phages: localized

dispersal, [1,30 = 12.7, P < 0.01; global dispersal, 739 =

48.8, P < 0.001).

Patch-level constancy

Analysis of individual patch dynamics revealed that phages

and dispersal had interactive effects on patch-level con-

stancy (Fig. 4a; phage X dispersal interaction: F239 = 12.11,

constancy measured as Fluctuation Index at the patch level (panel a)

and population level (panel b). Bars represent mean fluctuation

index (+ SE) in the presence (grey) and absence (white) of

bacteriophage parasites.

P < 0.001). Patch-level constancy was much lower in the

presence of phages, which drove strong within patch

fluctuations in bacterial abundance (Fig. 4a; simple effect

of phages: no dispersal, F139 = 113.7, P < 0.001; localized

dispersal, /,30 = 114.3, P< 0.001; global dispersal,

F309 = 252.6, P< 0.001). In the presence of phages,

patch-level constancy decreased with increasing dispersal

(Fig. 4a; simple effect of dispersal: F239 = 5.45, P < 0.01),

while, in contrast, patch-level constancy increased with

dispersal in the absence of phages (Fig. 4a; simple effect of

dispersal: F239 = 7.14, P < 0.01).

Population-level constancy

Dispersal had contrasting effects on population-level

constancy in the presence and absence of phages (Fig. 4b;

phage x dispersal interaction: [239 = 9.79, P< 0.001).

© 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd/CNRS
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Dispersal in the absence of phages had no effect on

population-level constancy (Fig. 4b; simple effect of dis-

persal: [239 = 0.228, P> 0.01), while dispersal in the

presence of phages decreased population-level constancy

(Fig. 4b; simple effect of dispersal: 239 = 15.6, P < 0.001).

Overall parasitized populations were muchless stable than

unparasitized ones (Fig. 4b; simple effect of phages: no

dispersal, 73 = 54.2, P< 0.001; localized dispersal,

F439 = 60.9, P< 0.001; global dispersal, F139 = 92.3,

P < 0.001). This was due to phages driving within-patch

fluctuations in bacterial abundance that were synchronized

by dispersal, becoming phase-locked across the population

as a whole thereby reducing population-level constancy.

DISCUSSION

Our data suggest that the impact of dispersal on local and

regional dynamics depends on the presence of natural

enemies. These results are likely due to the ways in which

stochastic and deterministic fluctuations interact across the

population. In the absence of parasites, population fluctu-

ations would have arisen primarily through demographic

stochasticity due to random variation in initial densities and

growth rates within each patch. The evolution of novel

genotypes by de ovo mutation over the course of the

experimentis also likely to have contributed to demographic

variation between patches. Dispersal between these ran-

domlyfluctuating patches would only have had a moderate

synchronizing effect, averaging out stochastic variation. By

contrast, the presence of a natural enemyresulted in strong

multi-generational, deterministic population cycles that

swamped the inherent stochastic fluctuations, such that

sub-populations quickly became phase locked in the

presence of dispersal. Hence, each patch across the

population showed highly synchronized fluctuations dimin-

ishing the potential for rescue effects. Indeed, this is in

keeping with theory, which predicts that populations with

cyclical dynamics should synchronize more strongly through

dispersal than those with non-cyclical dynamics (Bjornstad

et al. 1999).

In addition to the ecological dynamics describedsofar,it

is likely that fluctuations in bacterial abundance in parasit-

ized populations were also driven by coevolution. Previous

studies have shown that P. fluorescens and bacteriophage

SBW252 undergo rapid antagonistic coevolution with

directional selection for increased resistance and infectivity

ranges respectively over the timescale of our experiments

(Buckling & Rainey 2002a; Brockhurst et a/ 2007). Such

coevolution is knownto depress bacterial population density

through phage-induced mortality following evolution of

phage with broader host range (Buckling & Rainey 2002b;

Buckling & Hodgson 2007). The observed fluctuations in

bacterial abundancewerelikely caused in part by evolution-

© 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd/CNRS

ary changes in resistance and infectivity profiles of bacteria

and phage, in addition to classical Lokta—Volterra popula-

tion dynamics. It is increasingly recognized that rapid

evolution can affect ecological dynamics in a wide range of

systems (Thompson 1998; Hairston ef a 2005). Indeed,

rapid evolution of resistance in bacteria is likely to have

increased persistence by preventing phages from driving

bacterial populations extinct.

Hosts and parasites were co-dispersed at equal rates in

our experiment. In some host—parasite associations such

congruent patterns of host and parasite gene flow are

observed (Mulveyef a/ 1991). However, in certain others,

patterns of host and parasite gene flow are decoupled with

either the host (Delmotte e a/ 1999) or the parasite

(Dybdahl & Lively 1996; Davies ef ai 1999) displaying

relatively greater levels of gene flow. The potential

importance of differential relative rates of dispersal of

victims and enemies for ecological dynamics is highlighted

by the findings of Huffaker’s (1958) classic studies of

predator and prey mite species. Here, the greater persistence

stability of populations under increased spatial complexity

was thoughtto be dueto the greater dispersal ability of prey

relative to predatory mites. Our findings maytherefore be

limited to host—parasite systems that experience simulta-

neous host—parasite dispersal. Such situations are likely to

arise where the parasite relies upon the host for its dispersal,

as is the case for contact transmitted parasites, or where

co-dispersal of host and parasite is driven by an external

factor such as a prevailing wind or aquatic current.

An additional but important caveat of our experimentis

that the rates of dispersal we used were relatively high

compared to those commonly observed in natural systems

(Slatkin 1985). Our dispersal regimes consisted of mass

migration events at each transfer, with each growth period

between transfers allowing approximately 10 bacterial

generations. This equated to Slatkin’s ™ [i.e. proportion of

immigrants per patch per generation (Slatkin 1985)] values

of ~0.10 for global dispersal and ~0.09 for localized

dispersal. Our finding that these relatively high rates of

dispersal reduced stability of patasitized populations is in

line with theory, which predicts a hump-shapedrelationship

between dispersal rate and population stability (Taylor

1990). This suggests that lower rates of dispersal may have

had a stabilizing effect on ecological dynamics in this host—

parasite system. Bycontrast, in the absence ofparasites, the

rates of dispersal used did not reducestability of popula-

tions. It is possible that natural enemies altered the range of

dispersal rates that led to increased population stability, or

alternatively, that dispersal had a weaker impact on

ecological dynamics in the absence of natural enemies

(Rohani ef a/, 1996).

These results confirm the importance ofbiotic factors as

drivers of spatial synchrony of ecological dynamics.
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Dispersal has been shown to increase spatial synchronyin

single species (Lecomte ef a/ 2004) and host-enemy

systems (Holyoak & Lawler 1996; Holyoak 2000). How-

ever, this is the first experimental evidence that dispersal

can have qualitatively different effects on ecological

dynamics and population stability of a focal species in

the presence and absence of a natural enemy. Specifically,

while dispersal increased stability in the absence of the

parasite, it decreased stability in the presence of parasites

by causing spatially synchronized fluctuations in abun-

dance.It is also of note that in this system, natural enemies

and dispersal alone were sufficient to drive spatial

synchrony without the need for extrinsic forcing (Cattadori

et al. 2005) as has been predicted by theory (Blasius ef a/.

1999).
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Abstract

Coevolving populationsof hosts and parasites are often subdividedinto set of

patches connected by dispersal. Higherrelative rates of parasite compared with

host dispersal are expected to lead to parasite local adaptation. However, we
know of no studies that have considered the implications of higher relative

rates of parasite dispersal for other aspects of the coevolutionary process, such

as the rate of coevolution and extent of evolutionary escalation of resistance

and infectivity traits. We investigated the effect of phage dispersal on

coevolution in experimental metapopulations of the bacterium Pseudomonas

fluorescens SBW25 and its viral parasite, phage SBW25®2. Both the rate of

coevolution and the breadth of evolved infectivity and resistance ranges

peaked at intermediate rates of parasite dispersal. These results suggest that

parasite dispersal can enhancethe evolutionary potential of parasites through

provision of novel genetic variation, but that high rates of parasite dispersal

can impede the evolution of parasites by homogenizing genetic variation

betweenpatches, thereby constraining coevolution.

Introduction

Antagonistic host-parasite coevolution, the reciprocal

evolution of enhanced host defence and_ parasite

counter-defence, is pervasive in natural communities

and is implicated in a wide range of ecological and

evolutionary processes (Thompson, 2005; Woolhouse

et al., 2002). Often populations of hosts and parasites are

subdivided into a set of patches or demes connected by

dispersal (a metapopulation). Under such conditions,

the dynamics and outcomesof coevolution are likely to

be influenced bytherelative levels of dispersal between

patches in each of the interacting species. All else being

equal it is predicted that the species with the greater

level of dispersal will have the upper hand in a given

coevolutionary arms race (Gandon & Michalakis, 2002;

Greischar & Koskella, 2007; Hoeksema & Forde, 2008).

This arises because dispersal introduces novel genetic

variation into the population, thereby enhancing its

adaptive potential (Lenormand, 2002). However, theo-

retical and empirical studies suggest that very high

levels of dispersal can have a detrimental effect on
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genetic variation and thereby adaptive potential (Garant

et al., 2007). This arises through two mechanisms;first,

high rates of dispersal can cause ‘genetic swamping’ by

replacing locally adapted alleles with locally maladapted

alleles commonin the metapopulation as whole (Allea-

ume-Benharira ef al., 2006); second, high rates of

dispersal can homogenize genetic variation among

patches thus reducing the supply of novel variation

attainable through dispersal (Gandon & Michalakis,

2002). Combined, these processes lead to the prediction

that the rate of adaptation is likely to peak at interme-

diate rates of dispersal.

A wide range of relative rates of gene flow, which is

likely to correlate with dispersal rate, have been observed

in natural antagonistic associations (encompassing host—

parasite and predator-prey). Though some antagonistic
associations show remarkably congruentpatternsof gene

flow (Jerome & Ford, 2002; Mulvey ef al., 1991), in

others, the rate of gene flow experienced by antagonists

are decoupled, with either the host/prey (Delmotteetal.,

1999; Martinez et al., 1999) or the parasite/predator

displaying greater levels of gene flow (Davieset al., 1999;

Dybdahl & Lively, 1996; Michalakis ef al., 1994). Rela-

tively greater rates of parasite compared with host

dispersal or gene flow are likely to underlie patterns of

parasite local adaptation (i.e. greater performance on

© 2008 THE AUTHORS. J. EVOL. BIOL. 21 (2008) 1252-1258
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sympatric compared with allopatric hosts) observed in

natural populations through provision of genetic varia-
tion and thereby enhancementof the adaptive potential

of parasites (Dybdahl & Lively, 1996; Gandon & Micha-

lakis, 2002; Greischar & Koskella, 2007; Hoeksema &

Forde, 2008; Lively & Dybdahl, 2000). Such local
adaptation of organisms causing disease to humans or

livestock and cropsis of particular concern (Woolhouse

et al., 2002), thus an understanding of the coevolution-

ary impactof greater relative rates of parasite compared

with host gene flow is required.

In laboratory studies with bacteria and their viral

parasites (phage), where rates of dispersal can be

directly manipulated, dispersal between patches has
emerged as a key determinant of the outcomes and

dynamics of coevolution (Brockhurst ef al., 2007a;

Forde et al., 2004, 2007; Morgan et al., 2007, 2005).

In the Pseudomonas fluorescens SBW25-SBW25®2 asso-

ciation, bacteria are locally adapted in the absence of
dispersal (i.e. bacteria are more resistant to sympatric

compared with allopatric phage populations) (Morgan

et al., 2005). Moderate increases in the relative rate of

bacterial dispersal (1-10%) have no effect on local

adaptation; this is because bacteria already have the

upper hand in the coevolutionary arms race. By

contrast, moderate increases in the relative rate of
phage dispersal (1-10%) reverse patterns of local
adaptation such that phages are locally adapted. This

arises because dispersal introduces novel genetic vari-

ation [genetic variation for both resistance and infec-

tivity has been showntoreadily evolve in coevolving

populations of P. fluorescens and SBW25®2 (Poullain

et al., 2008)] enhancing the adaptive potential of phage

such that, on average, phages have the upper hand in

the coevolutionary arms race (Morgan ef al., 2005).

Mechanisms, such as dispersal, that enhance the

adaptive potential of the lagging partner in a coevolu-

tionary association can havea significant impact upon

the dynamics of coevolution because such reciprocal

evolutionary change may only proceed as rapidly as

the slowest adapting partner. Such ‘warming’ of

coevolutionary cold-spots (Gomulkiewicz et al., 2000)

through increased dispersal of the host (Brockhurst

et al., 2007a) or host and parasite simultaneously

(Forde etal, 2007; Morgan etal., 2007) has been

observed in several studies. However, the effect of
greater relative rates of parasite dispersal remains

unconsidered.

Although empirical evidence suggests that greater
relative rates of parasite compared with host dispersal

lead to greater parasite local adaptation (Dybdahl &
Lively, 1996; Lively & Dybdahl, 2000; Morgan eftal.,
2005), the impact on other aspects of the coevolution-

ary process such as the rate of coevolutionary change

and the extent of coevolutionary escalation remain
largely unexplored. The rate of coevolution has been

shown to affect genetic diversity and population
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dynamics in coevolving populations (Buckling & Hodg-

son, 2007; Thompson, 2005), whereas the evolution of

more broadly infective parasites has clear implications

for disease (Woolhouse et al., 2002). Moreover, when

compared with the wide range of relative rates of
parasite dispersal observed in natural systems, only a

very restricted range of relative rates has thus far been

studied using experimental metapopulations (Morgan

et al., 2005). To further investigate the effects of
parasite dispersal on the coevolutionary process, we

established replicate metapopulations of the common
soil bacterium P. fluorescens SBW25 andits lytic viral
bacteriophage SBW25®2, which were propagated by

serial transfer. Within each metapopulation, phages

were migrated from a migrant-pool at a range of

different rates representative of those observed in

natural systems, ranging from no dispersal in both

host and parasite, to increasingly greater dispersal of

parasites relative to hosts. Hosts were left unmigrated

in all treatments. Previous studies with this host-

parasite association have shown persistent cycles of

coevolution imposing directional selection for increased

infectivity and resistance ranges through time in phage

and bacteria respectively (Buckling & Rainey, 2002),

such ranges are a measure of the extent of coevolu-

tionary escalation. We assayed levels of evolved bacte-
rial resistance range and phage infectivity range (these

are ‘global’ measures against both sympatric and

allopatric antagonists), as well as the rate of coevolu-

tionary change in one focal patch within each exper-

imental metapopulation.

We hypothesized that phage dispersal would increase
the adaptive potential of phages by introducing novel

genetic variation, but that high levels of dispersal

would impede adaptation by homogenizing genetic

variation between patches and/or introducing locally

maladaptive alleles. This leads to the prediction of a

negative quadratic effect of phage gene-flow rate on

the adaptive potential of phages. Because bacteria are

ahead in the coevolutionary arms race in the absence

of dispersal and phage adaptation is the rate-limiting-

step of coevolution in this system, we further pre-

dicted: (1) a negative quadratic relationship between

the rate of coevolution and phage dispersal rate; (2) a

negative quadratic relationship of the extent of evolu-

tionary escalation in resistance and infectivity ranges

with phage dispersal rate.

Materials and methods

Culturing conditions

Cultures were grown in 30-mL glass universals with

loosefitting plastic caps containing 6 mL of Kings B (KB)

medium in a static incubator at 28 °C. Cultures were

propagatedbyserial transfer, with 60 wL of culture being

transferred to a fresh KB microcosm every 48 h. Samples
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of each culture were frozen in 20%glycerol and stored at

—80 °C every two transfers throughout the course of the

experiment.

Isolation of bacteria and phage

Phage samples were isolated during the experiment by

centrifuging samples of culture (13 000 rpm/9500 g,

2 min) in 10% chloroform. This lysed and pelleted the

bacterial cells, leaving a suspension of phage particles
in the supernatant. Isolated phage samples were then

stored at 5 °C. Bacteria were isolated by growing

cultures overnight in a KB microcosm containing

0.37% Virkon® (a commercially available disinfectant).

At this concentration Virkon® is toxic towards bacte-

riophage particles whereas being nontoxic towards

P. fluorescens. 60 uL was then transferred to a fresh

KB microcosm and incubated for a further 24 h. This

treatmentleft bacteria viable and free from phage and
Virkon®. Presence of phage following this procedure

wasroutinely checked by assaying the infectivity of a

sample of culture against ancestral bacteria, no phages

were detected.

Initiating populations

18 KB microcosms were inoculated with approximately

10’ isogenic cells of P. fluorescens isolate SBW25 and

10° isogenic particles of the lytic DNA phage,

SBW25@2. Cultures were initially propagated for eight

transfers to allow divergence between populations prior

to migration.

Experimentaltreatments

Following divergence, populations were assigned to one

of six replicate metapopulations, each consisting of three

microcosms. Each replicate metapopulation was then

used to found five further metapopulations, each of

which was subjected to one of five different phage

migration regimes (0%, 0.1%, 1%, 10% and 100%of

phage population from migrant-pool) for 24 days (12

transfers) of culturing. Bacteria were left unmigrated in

all treatments: at each transfer samples of bacteria were

isolated from each population and 60 uL of this isolate

was transferred to a fresh microcosm. By contrast

transferred phage came from two sources: unmigrated
phageisolated from the relevant population, and phage

from a migrant-pool for each metapopulation, which

consisted of equal proportions by volume of phages

isolated from each constituent microcosm. The propor-

tion of the total transferred volume (60 “L) added from

each source was determined by the migration treatment,

for example under the 1% migration regime, 0.6 uL of

transferred phage came from the migrant pool and

59.4 uL came from the phageisolated from the relevant

population.

Assays

Quantifying resistance and infectivity
Bacterial resistance was assayed as a binary trait, such

that a given bacterial colony could be either susceptible

or nonsusceptible to infection by phage. For each assayed
population, ten individual bacterial colonies were iso-

lated by plating on a KB agar plate. Colonies were then
streaked across a 20 uL line of phage on a KB agarplate

and incubated for 24 h at 28 °C. A colony was defined as

susceptible if there wasvisible inhibition of growth upon

crossing the line of phage. Resistance wasrecordedas the

proportion of nonsusceptible bacteria per population,

whereas infectivity was measured as the proportion of

susceptible bacteria per population. Within each migra-

tion treatment, one focal population from each of the six

replicate metapopulations was selected to undergo

assays.

Rate of coevolution
To determine if directional antagonistic coevolution

occurred in this experiment, we used stored population

samples (see above) to measure howthe infectivity of

phage populations to a bacterial population changed

through time. Specifically, at transfers 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10

we determined the resistance (proportion resistant colo-

nies) of bacterial populations to past (two transfers

previous), contemporary and future (two transfers sub-

sequent) sympatric phage populations. If directional

antagonistic coevolution was occurring then we would

expect, for multiple time points, future phageto be better

than contemporary phage, and for contemporary phageto

be better than past phage at infecting contemporary

bacteria, hence a positive slope of infectivity against time

(past, contemporary and future). To determinetherate of

coevolution, we calculated how much phage infectivity
changed betweenpast and future populations, given by

the slope of infectivity against time, and averaged across

time-points (Brockhurst ef al., 2003). Because bacterial

resistance to contemporary phage remainsrelatively con-

stant across time-points, we can infer bacterial adaptation

(Brockhurstet al., 2007b, 2003), hence when considered

over multiple time-points this is a measure of coevolution,

rather than simply phageinfectivity evolution.

Resistance and infectivity ranges
The breadth of resistance and infectivity ranges was

assayed every four transfers by determining the resis-

tance/infectivity for each bacteria/phage population

when assayed against all other focal populations from

the other migration treatments that shared a founding

metapopulation. This provides a ‘global’ measure of

which treatment has produced the relatively most

infectious and resistant populations, whereas control-

ling for the effect of founding metapopulation. Phage

infectivity to their sympatric bacteria (i.e. the bacteria

from the same microcosm and time point) was
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measured every twotransfers throughout the course of

the experiment.

Statistical analysis

Sympatric infectivity, rate of coevolution and breadth of

infectivity and resistance ranges were averaged through

time and analysed separately using General Linear

Models carried out in Minitab. Founding metapopulation

was fitted as a random factor and Logl0O (migration

rate + 0.01) was simultaneously fitted as both a linear

and quadratic covariate. Whether the addition of a

quadratic term significantly improved model fit over a

simpler linear model was determined using partial

F-tests. Resistance ranges through time were log10 trans-

formed and infectivity ranges through time were square-

root transformed to meet the necessary assumptions

(normality, homogeneity of variance).

Results

As predicted, we observed a negative quadratic relation-

ship between the rate of phage dispersal and the rate of

coevolution which peaked at 1% (Fig. 1; founding

metapopulation, Fs. = 0.77, P= 0.579; linear effect,

Fi >> = 0.37, P=0.550; negative quadratic effect,

F\.22 = 7.29, P= 0.013, partial F-test for inclusion of

quadratic rate term, Fj. = 7.29, P< 0.05). Because

coevolution is predominantly directional in this system

(Buckling & Rainey, 2002), more rapid coevolution is

typically associated with the evolution of broader phage

infectivity range. In line with this, a negative quadratic

relationship between the rate of phage dispersal and

phage infectivity range was observed which also peaked

at 1% (Fig. 2; founding metapopulation, Fs. = 3.26,

P = 0.024; linear term, F;22 = 26.18, P < 0.001; negative

quadratic term, F;,22 = 38.51, P < 0.001; partial F-test for

inclusion of quadratic rate term, F) 5» = 38.5, P< 0.01).
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Fig. 1 Theeffect of phage migration rate on the rate of coevolution.

The rate of coevolution was given bythe slope of the change in

infectivity of a phage population through time. Bars show mean

(+SEM) rate of coevolution averaged through time.
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Fig. 2 The effect of phage migration rate on phageinfectivity range.

The infectivity range was given by determining the infectivity of

each phage population whenassayed against bacteria fromall other

focal populations from the other migration treatments that shared a

founding metapopulation, providing a measureof ‘global’ infectiv-

ity. Bars show mean (+SEM) infectivity range of phage populations

averaged throughtime.

These data are consistent with the hypothesis that phage

dispersal between patches can increase genetic variation

thereby enhancing phage evolutionary potential, but

that high levels of dispersal (10-100%) may impede

phage evolution, either through ‘genetic swamping’ or

homogenization of genetic variation between patches,

thereby limiting the rate and extent of coevolution

attainable.
Because coevolution is a reciprocal process, bacterial

resistance range was expected to evolve in response to

changes in phage infectivity range. Bacterial resistance

ranges also displayed a negative quadratic relationship

with the rate of phage migration peaking at 1%(Fig. 3;

founding metapopulation, Fs... = 2.96, P = 0.034; linear

term, F\,2> = 8.94, P = 0.007; negative quadratic term,

Fo = 9.91, P= 0.005; partial F-test for inclusion of

quadratic rate term, F,22 = 9.94, P< 0.01) and were

positively correlated with infectivity ranges (correlation

of infectivity and resistance range means; Pearson’s

r= 0.935, P=0.02). This suggests that bacterial resis-

tance ranges were able to successfully evolve in response

to the broadening of phage infectivity range through

time despite a complete lack of dispersal. Taken together

with previous studies (Brockhurstef al., 2007a; Morgan

et al., 2007, 2005) this suggests that bacterial populations

possess potential for coevolutionary escalation that

remains unutilized in coevolving populations limited by

the rate of phage adaptation.

The decline in the rate of coevolution and breadth of

phage infectivity range at high rates of dispersal (10-

100%) could have arisen through two mechanisms:

‘genetic swamping’ causing loss of locally beneficial

alleles, or homogenization of genetic variation between

patches. To assess whether locally beneficial infec-

tivity alleles were lost at high phage gene-flow rates,
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Fig. 3 The effect of phage migration rate on bacterial resistance

range. The resistance range was given by determining the resistance

of each bacteria population whenassayed against phage from all

other focal populations fromthe other migration treatments that

shared a founding metapopulation, providing a measure of ‘global’

infectivity. Bars show mean (+SEM) resistance range of bacterial

populations averaged throughtime.

infectivity of phages to their sympatric bacterial hosts

was analysed; a decline in sympatric infectivity at high

rates of dispersal would have been expected if locally

beneficial infectivity alleles were being lost through

‘genetic swamping’. Phage dispersal led to higher levels

of infectivity of phages on their contemporary sympatric

bacterial hosts (Fig. 4; founding metapopulation, Fs;>. =

3.31, P=0.022; linear effect, Fi... = 4.00, P = 0.058;

negative quadratic effect, F),2. = 7.97, P = 0.010; partial

F-test for inclusion of quadratic rate term, F),22 = 7.97,

P < 0.01). Further analysis, excluding the 0% dispersal

data, found no difference in sympatric infectivity
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Fig. 4 Theeffect of phage migration rate on sympatric infectivity.

The sympatric infectivity was given by determiningthe infectivity of

a phage population on bacteria from the same time-point and

microcosm. Bars show mean (+SEM) infectivity of phage popula-

tions to contemporary sympatric bacterial populations averaged

through time.

between otherrates of dispersal (Fig. 4; founding meta-

population, Fi 15 = 3.29, P = 0.031; linear effect, F116 =

0.30, P = 0.593; negative quadratic effect, F),1. = 0.00,

P = 0.955). Because no decline in sympatric infectivity

wasobserved with increasing dispersal rate, this suggests

that, in this experimental system, high rates of dispersal

do not significantly limit phage adaptation to local

bacterial hosts through ‘genetic-swamping’. It seems

likely therefore that the decline in the rate of coevolu-

tion and breadth of infectivity range observed at high

rates of phage dispersal were due to homogenization of

genetic variation between patches.

Discussion

Evidence from theory (Gandon & Michalakis, 2002),

natural populations (Dybdahl & Lively, 1996; Lively &

Dybdahl, 2000) and laboratory populations (Morgan

et al., 2005) suggeststhatgreaterrelative ratesof dispersal

in parasites compared with hosts should increase

parasite local adaptation (Greischar & Koskella, 2007;

Hoeksema & Forde, 2008). However, local adaptation

provides only a contemporary ‘snap-shot’ of coevolu-

tionary interactions, yielding little information about

other aspects of the coevolutionary process. The results

presented here extend local adaptation findings to con-

sider the effect of a wide range of rates of parasite
dispersal on the dynamics and outcomes of coevolution.

We demonstrate that parasite dispersal can enhance

the evolutionary potential of parasites increasing both

the rate and extent of escalation attainable during

antagonistic host-parasite coevolution. However, high

rates of parasite dispersal can impede parasite adaptation,

our results suggest that the most likely mechanism for

this is through homogenizing genetic variation between

patches, thereby constraining the coevolutionary pro-

cess. In a previous study where bacteria and phage were

migrated simultaneously (Morganet al., 2007), evolved

phage infectivity range did not decline at high rates of

dispersal (10-50%) as observed here. This suggests that

the decoupling of host and parasite dispersal can alter the

outcome of coevolution by limiting the effects of

dispersal on evolutionary potential to one or other

antagonist.

Ourresults suggest that bacterial populations possess

coevolutionary potential that remains unutilized in the

absence of phage dispersal, posing the question: why if

broader resistance ranges can be evolved do they not

evolve in the absence of phage dispersal (as seen by the

low evolved resistance ranges for 0% migration rate in

Fig. 3)? The strong positive correlation between resis-

tance range and infectivity range in this experiment

suggests that selection favours the evolution of sufficient

rather than maximalresistance ranges.Thisis likely to be

due to the high cost of phage resistance mutations in this

system (Brockhurst et al., 2004; Buckling et al., 2006),

such that at any given time bacterial clones with broader
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than necessary resistance mutations are likely to be

outcompetedby sufficiently resistant but fitter clones.

Acceleration of coevolution due to parasite dispersal is

likely to be particularly apparent in coevolutionary

systems where parasites are the lagging antagonist in

the absence of dispersal. This is due to the rate of

coevolutionary changebeing limited by the adaptive rate

of the slowest partner. Under such conditionsdispersal is

likely to lead to the more rapid evolution of more

infective parasites. The generality of the patterns of

infectivity and resistance range evolution observed in

this study may be somewhat limited to systems that

undergo predominantly directional selection. Such sys-

temsinclude certain plant—pathogeninteractions(see for

example, Thrall & Burdon, 2003; Laine, 2006) and other

host-parasite interactions that broadly comply with a
multilocus gene-for-gene model of coevolutionary inter-

action, which allows for the evolution of generalist

resistance and infectivity phenotypes in hosts and para-

sites respectively (Damgaard, 1999; Sasaki, 2000; Thomp-

son & Burdon, 1992).

In this and previous studies with this host—parasite

association, adaptation has consistently peaked at 1%

dispersal despite differences in the precise ecological

conditions used in each study (Brockhurst ef al., 2007a;

Morganet al., 2007). However, it is unclear how,low,

intermediate or high rates of dispersal should be

defined for natural systems. Undoubtedly this is likely
to be under the influence of a wide range of contrib-

utory factors that also affect genetic diversity (e.g.

mutation rate, population size generation time, etc.).

Given this proviso, these results could have implica-

tions for health and agriculture. Moderate increases in

parasite dispersal associated with increased mobility of

human populations and movement of livestock and

crops could significantly alter coevolutionary dynamics

leading to the more rapid emergence of more infective

parasites. Both theoretical and empirical evidence

suggests that through increasing transmission opportu-

nities this is likely to be associated with an increase in

the virulence of disease (Boots et al., 2004; Boots &

Mealor, 2007; Boots & Sasaki, 1999; Herre, 1993). By

contrast, very large increases in parasite dispersal rate

are likely to erode the potential benefits to parasites of
dispersal, leading to decline of parasite evolutionary

potential, thereby limiting infectivity and virulence

evolution.
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ABSTRACT: Natural populationsof hosts and their enemies are often

spatially structured, with patches that vary in the strength of recip-

rocalselection, so-called coevolutionary hotspots and coldspots with

strong or weakreciprocalselection, respectively. Theory predicts that

dispersal from hotspots should intensify coevolution in coldspots,

whereasdispersal from coldspots should weaken coevolutionin hot-

spots; however, there have been few empirical tests. We addressed

this using paired populations of the bacterium Pseudomonas fluo-

rescens and the phage SBW25®2linked by one-way dispersal. Within

each population,the strength ofreciprocal selection was manipulated

by altering the bacteria-phage encounter rate, which changesthe rate

of coevolution without affecting environmental productivity. We ob-

served that dispersal from hotspots accelerated coevolution in cold-

spots, while dispersal from coldspots decelerated coevolution in hot-

spots. These results confirm theoretical predictions and suggest that

source populations can act as coevolutionary “pacemakers” for re-

cipient populations, overriding local conditions.

Keywords: geographic mosaic theory, host-parasite, coevolution, re-

sistance, infectivity, experimental evolution.

 

Introduction

Antagonistic coevolution, the process of reciprocal selec-
tion for defense and counterdefense between hosts and
their enemies, is pervasive in biological communities and
thought to have a wide range of ecological and evolu-
tionary consequences, including driving population dy-
namics (Thompson 1998; Loeuille et al. 2002; Yoshidaet

al. 2003, 2007), the evolution of diversity (Frank 1993;

Benkman 1999; Schluter 2000; Buckling and Hodgson
2007), and the evolution of parasite virulence (Bull 1994;

Gandon and Michalakis 2000; Gandonetal. 2002; Wool-
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Am. Nat. 2009. Vol. 173, pp. E171-E176. © 2009 by The University of
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house et al. 2002). Coevolving populations of hosts and

their enemies are often spatially structured, occurring as
a set of patches connected by dispersal. The geographic
mosaic theory posits that variation in ecological conditions
between patchescan lead to differences in local selection,

generating mosaics in adaptation (Thompson 2005). This
can potentially lead to variation in the strength of recip-
rocal selection between hosts and parasites in different

patches, such that somepatchesdisplay reciprocalselection
(hotspots), while others do not (coldspots; Gomulkiewicz

et al. 2000). Dispersal and gene flow betweenthese patches
can then act to redistribute genotypes andalleles across
the selection mosaic (Thompson 1999, 2005).

A key theoretical prediction is that coevolutionary hot-
spots need not be ubiquitous to have an effect on the
evolutionary dynamics of an interaction across the selec-
tion mosaic as a whole (Thompson 2005). Specifically,

coevolutionary hotspots can drive coevolution in cold-
spots, provided there is gene flow andsufficiently strong
selection within the hotspot (Gomulkiewicz et al. 2000).

However, coldspots can also influence evolutionary dy-
namics in hotspots undercertain conditions. For example,

whenhotspots are surroundedby coldspots, gene flow can
lead to the swampingofthe hotspot with coldspot-adapted

genotypes, which can override local conditions by weak-

ening the responseto reciprocalselection pressures (Nuis-

meret al. 2003). Taken together, these findings lead to the

theoretical prediction that dispersal from hotspotto cold-

spot should intensify coevolution in the coldspot, whereas

dispersal from coldspot to hotspot should weaken coevo-

lution in the hotspot.

Geographicvariation in the strength of reciprocal se-

lection has been inferred in a number of natural host-

enemy systems (Benkman 1999; Kraaijeveld and Godfray

1999; Brodie et al. 2002; Thompson and Cunningham

2002; Thrall and Burdon 2003; Thompson 2005; Laine
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2006; Toju and Sota 2006; Hanifin et al. 2008). Indeed,

much empirical data suggest that classification into co-
evolving hotspots and noncoevolving coldspots may be
rather too simplistic (Nash 2008) and that there is often

likely to be a continuumofintensity of reciprocalselection
strength between pure coldspots and extreme hotspots
(Kraaijeveld and Godfray 1999; Brodie et al. 2002; Thrall
and Burdon 2003; Toju 2008). A number of ecological
factors have been suggestedto cause variation in reciprocal
selection pressures; these include abiotic factors, such as
environmental productivity (Hochberg and van Baalen
1998; Lopez-Pascua and Buckling 2008) and climate (Toju
and Sota 2006; Toju 2008), and biotic factors, such as host-

enemy encounter rates (Laine 2006) and the presence/
absence of other interacting species (Benkmanetal. 2001;
Thrall et al. 2007). However, while geographic variation
in reciprocalselection appears to be widespreadin natural
populations and its importance is highlighted by theory
(Thompson 2005), there have been few explicit empirical

tests of its impact on coevolutionary dynamicsin selection

mosaics connected by dispersal.
Onereasonfor this lack of direct empirical data is that

controlled, replicated coevolution experiments are ex-
tremely difficult to conduct in natural populations where
the spatial and temporalscales are large and rates of dis-

persal and historical relationships betweenpatchesaredif-
ficult to determine and control. For these reasons, labo-
ratory populations of bacteria and their viral parasites,
phage, have emerged as key model systems for testing
aspects of the geographic mosaic theory (Forde etal. 2004,

2007; Morganet al. 2005, 2007; Brockhurstet al. 20075;

Lopez-Pascua and Buckling 2008; Vogwill et al. 2008). The
bacterium Pseudomonasfluorescens SBW25 andits natu-
rally associated phage SBW2562 have been used exten-
sively to test coevolutionary theory (Brockhurst et al.

2007a). Persistent arms race coevolution with directional

selection for increased bacterial resistance and phage in-
fectivity range has been observed, suggesting a multilocus
gene-for-gene interaction (Buckling and Rainey 2002;
Poullain et al. 2008). Crucially, because population sam-

ples can be cryogenically stored in “suspended animation,”

it is possible to directly measure rates of coevolutionary
change throughtime.Increasing within-population mixing
by periodically shaking culture vessels has been shown to
increase the strength ofreciprocal selection by raising the
bacteria-phage encounter rate; this strengthens selection
for resistance and, by extension, for novel infectivity—
thereby accelerating coevolution, approximately doubling
its rate—but has no affect on environmental productivity

(Brockhurst et al. 2003). Here, we use this simple envi-

ronmental manipulation to create patches within experi-
mental landscapes that vary in the strength of reciprocal
selection (strong reciprocalselection/with population mix-

ing, henceforth PM*; weak reciprocal selection/without

population mixing, henceforth PM).
Experimental landscapes each consisted of two popu-

lations of P. fluorescens and SBW25®2 connected by uni-
directional dispersal such that one population acted as a

source of migrants andthe otheras a recipient of migrants.
Four possible source-recipient arrangements were inves-

tigated: (1) PM” source-PM™ recipient, (2) PM” source—

PM‘ recipient, (3) PM™ source—PM™ recipient, and (4)

PM* source-PM™ recipient. Arrangements 1 and 2 rep-

resent homogeneous landscapes, while 3 and 4 are het-
erogeneous with regard to population mixing and there-
fore the strength of reciprocal selection. In addition, two
rates of between-population dispersal were investigated.
Populations were propagated by batch culture for a total
of 12 transfers, and every two transfers the rate of coevo-

lution in eachrecipient population was measured. Wealso

measured the baseline rate of coevolutionin isolated PM*

and PM” populations that received no migrants.

Material and Methods

Culturing Techniques

Populations were propagated by batch culture in 30-mL
glass universal bottles with loose-fitting plastic caps con-
taining 6 mL of standard King’s B medium (KB) in an
incubator at 28°C. PM” populations were incubatedstat-
ically; PM* populations were shaken for 1 min every 30
min at 200 rpm (Brockhurstet al. 2003). A 60-pL aliquot
of each population was transferred to fresh media every
48 h. Samples of culture were stored at —80°C in 20%

glycerol. Phage populations were isolated by centrifuging
samples of culture in 10% chloroform (which lysed and
pelleted bacterial debris) and then stored at 4°C.

Experimental Design

Forty-eight replicate populations (24 PM” populations

and 24 PM* populations) were founded with 10° clonal
particles of phage and 10’ Pseudomonasfluorescens SBW25
cells and allowed to coevolve for six transfers before be-
ginning dispersal treatments.After this period, populations
wereassigned into source-recipientpairs to create six rep-

licates of each of the following source-recipient arrange-
ments: (1) PM~ source-PM_ recipient, (2) PM* source—

PM* recipient, (3) PM~ source-PM* recipient, and (4)

PM* source-PM™ recipient. Each source-recipient pair

was used to found two experimental landscapes, one to
undergo 1%dispersal and one to undergo 10%dispersal.
Six PM* and six PM’recipient populations werealso used
to found isolated populations that received no migrants.
Wetransferred 60-yL aliquots to fresh microcosms every
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Figure 1: Rate of coevolution in recipient populations. Bars represent the mean rate of coevolution averaged through time + SE in recipient

populations. Dashed lines represent the mean rate of coevolution in isolated PM* (red) and PM” (blue) populations that received no migrants.

Source population refers to the population-mixing regime in the source population, while recipient population refers to the population-mixing

regime in the recipient population. Rates of between-patch dispersal are provided in parentheses.

48 h for a total of 12 transfers. Source to recipient pop-
ulation dispersal was achieved by, for each recipient pop-
ulation,a defined portion ofthis transferred aliquot being

contributed by the corresponding source population. De-
pending on the dispersal rate, this involved transferring
either 54 wL of recipient population and 6 pL of source

population to a fresh microcosm (10%dispersal rate) or
59.4 pL ofrecipient population and 0.6 wL of source pop-

ulation (1% dispersal rate).

Measuring Coevolution

Bacterial resistance for a given population was determined

by isolating 10 bacterial colonies on KB agar, which were
then streaked across a perpendicularline of phage that had
been previously dried onto a KB agar plate. Any bacterial
colonies that showed growth inhibition on encountering
the line of phage were classedas sensitive. Resistance was
measuredas the proportion ofresistant bacterial colonies.
Antagonistic coevolution between P. fluorescens and
SBW25®2has been shownto be predominantly escalatory
with directional selection for increasing infectivity and re-
sistance through time (Buckling and Rainey 2002; Brock-
hurst et al. 2003). To determine the rate of coevolution,

we measured howtheinfectivity of phage populations to

a bacterial population changed through time. Specifically,
every two transfers, we determined theresistance of bac-

terial populations to past (two transfers previous) and fu-

ture (two transfers subsequent) phage populations from

the samereplicate line. If directional coevolution was oc-
curring, then we would expect, for multiple time points,
future phage to be better than past phage at infecting
contemporarybacteria, hencea positive slope ofinfectivity
against time: the magnitude of this slope gives a measure
of the rate of coevolutionary change (Brockhurstet al.
2003, 2007b; Lopez-Pascua and Buckling 2008; Vogwill et

al. 2008).

Statistical Analysis

Rates of coevolution were averaged through time and an-

alyzed using a linear mixed model performed in SPSS.
Source population mixing, recipient population mixing,

and dispersal rate werefitted as fixed factors, while found-

ing population wasfitted as a random factor nested within

both source and recipient population mixing.

Results

In the absence of immigration, population mixing had a
significant effect on the strength of reciprocal selection
within populations (K.,, = 12.62, P<.0l), confirming
that the PM* treatment created hotspots (mean rate of

coevolution = 0.312 + 0.016) while the PMtreatment

created coldspots (mean rate of coevolution = 0.226 +

0.018). Within experimental landscapes, the coevolution-
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Table 1: Test of fixed effects
 

 

 

Numerator Denominator

Source df df F P

Intercept 1 20 510.825 <.001

SPM 1 20 4.503 .047

RPM 1 20 328 573

DR 1 20 840 370

SPM x RPM 1 20 600 448

SPM x DR 1 20 .840 370

RPM x DR 1 20 352 560

SPM x RPM x DR 1 20 1.049 318

Note: SPM = source population mixing; RPM = recipient population mixing;

DR = dispersal rate.

ary rate of recipient populations was determined by pop-
ulation mixing in the source population (fig. 1; F.4) =
4.503, P = .047) but not by population mixing in the
recipient population itself (fig. 1; Fj. = 0.328, P=
573) or by the rate of immigration (fig. 1; F... = 0.840,

P = .370), and there were nosignificant interactions be-
tween main effects (table 1). Therefore, as predicted, im-

migration from PM“ source populationsincreasedtherate

of coevolution in PM™ recipient populations, while im-

migration from PMsource populations decreased therate
of coevolution in PM® recipient populations, relative to
equivalent recipient populations in homogeneous
landscapes.

Discussion

Central to the geographic mosaic theory is the concept of
selection mosaics with patches that vary in intensity of
reciprocalselection, so-called coevolutionary hotspots and

coldspots (Thompson 2005). Such geographic variation in
reciprocal selection intensity appears to be widespread in

natural host-enemy populations (Benkman 1999; Kraai-

jeveld and Godfray 1999; Brodie et al. 2002; Thompson

and Cunningham 2002; Thrall and Burdon 2003; Laine
2006; Toju and Sota 2006).In this study, we experimentally
manipulated the strength of reciprocal selection within
populations through altering host-parasite encounterrates

withoutaffecting environmental productivity. Ourresults
suggest that heterogeneity in the strength of reciprocal
selection across a landscape is an important determinant

of coevolutionary dynamics within population patches.
Specifically, for recipient populations in heterogeneous
landscapes, immigration from a patch with stronger re-
ciprocal selection can accelerate coevolution, while im-

migration from a patch with weaker reciprocal selection
can decelerate coevolution. This suggests that source pop-
ulations can act as coevolutionary “pacemakers” for re-
cipient populations, overriding local conditions.

It is notable that only low to moderaterates of dispersal

were required to override local selection:as little as 1%
immigration every ~7.5 host generations. It is somewhat

surprising, however, that there was nosignificant effect of
different rates of dispersal on coevolution in our experi-
ment. Specifically, theory predicts that coevolutionary dy-
namics in coldspots should be more likely to resemble
those in hotspots as the migration rate increases from low
to moderate levels (Gomulkiewiczet al. 2000). It is possible

that the two rates of dispersal (1% and 10%) used in our

experiment were too similar to detect a significant differ-
ence, both being in effect moderate rates of dispersal, and

that an even lower dispersal rate would be required to
detect the pattern predicted by theory.It is interesting to
note that another recent study on theeffects of dispersal
rate on adaptationalso foundlittle difference between the
effects of 1% and 10% dispersal (Venail et al. 2008).

Hosts and parasites were codispersed at equal rates in
our experiment. While in some host-parasite associations

such congruentpatternsof host and parasite gene flow are

observed (Mulveyet al. 1991), in certain others, patterns

of host and parasite gene flow are decoupled, with either

the host (Delmotte et al. 1999) or the parasite (Dybdahl

and Lively 1996; Davies et al. 1999) displaying relatively
greater levels of gene flow. As in previous studies (Forde

et al. 2004, 2007; Morganetal. 2007), our findings may

therefore be somewhat limited to host-parasite systems

that experience simultaneoushost-parasite dispersal. Such

situations are likely to arise where the parasite is reliant
on the host for its dispersal, as is the case for contact-
transmitted parasites, or where codispersal of host and
parasite is driven by an external factor such as a prevailing
wind or an aquatic current.

These results confirm, along with the findings ofa pre-

vious experimental study that manipulated environmental
productivity (Forde et al. 2007), that dispersal from hot-
spots can “warm up”coevolution in coldspots. However,
oursis thefirst, as far as we are aware, to show empirically

that dispersal from populations with weaker reciprocalse-
lection can “cool down” those with moreintense reciprocal



selection. This has been shownto betheoretically possible
(Hochberg and van Baalen 1998; Gomulkiewicz et al. 2000;
Nuismeret al. 2003; Thompson 2005); however,it is im-

portant to consider whether hotspots or coldspots are
likely to predominate in natural selection mosaics. In se-
lection mosaics generated by productivity gradients, where
there is likely to be a positive relationship between pro-
ductivity and population density (Lopez-Pascua and Buck-

ling 2008), it is probable that hotspots will have a greater
impact because they will act as net sources of migrants,
while coldspots will act as net recipients. However, where
reciprocal selection is weakened through reduced host-
parasite encounter rate (Laine 2006), such coldspot pop-
ulations may act as net sources of migrants as a result of

lower incidence of parasitism, which can negatively reg-
ulate host population growth in nature (Tompkinset al.
2002). In addition, geographical limitations to dispersal
mayoften result in unidirectional movementof migrants
(e.g., aquatic currents, prevailing winds); under such con-
ditions, coldspots or hotspots that act as net sources of

migrants are likely to determine coevolutionary dynamics
across the selection mosaic.
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